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Abstract
In the recent past, energy and environment have played opposite roles in human progress.
Energy has been as an engine for the development and the environment has been as the
breaker of it.
Only after a more conscious and rigorous international policy on environment protection,
not opposed to the development, energy and environmental matters have become unified
behind a new sustainable model. This has determined new strategies in the energy sector.
Hence, renewable sources have become a must in this new sustainable model.
The key role in the last decade has been played by the Distributed Power Generation Systems (DPGS) which present an efficient and economic way of generating electricity closer to
the load(s). The DPGS can contribute to an efficient and renewable electricity future by
potentially: increasing the use of renewable sources of energy; improving the efficiency of the
electricity system by reducing transmission and distribution losses; improving the security of
the electricity supply through increased diversity of supply and reduced vulnerability to
simultaneous system failures. However, the new trend of using DPGS comes also with a suite
of new challenges. One of the challenges is the interaction between the DPGS and the utility
grid. As a consequence, grid interconnection requirements applied to the distributed generation are continuously updated in order to maintain the quality and the stability of the utility
grid.
Consequently, the major tasks of this thesis were to analyze and to develop new strategies
for solar energy conversion addressing efficiency and quality in order to allow the DPGS not
only to deliver power with high efficiency to the utility grid but also to sustain it.
This thesis was divided into three main parts, as follows: “Small Photovoltaic System:
AC module”, “Control of DPGS” and “New Topologies and Devices, technologies for
multilevel inverter addressing grid connection”.
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In the first part, the main focus was on topologies for module integration. Additionally, a
new topology has been proposed and developed and successfully tested.
In the second part, the main focus was c on Control, PWM techniques and ancillary function as grid-connection algorithms.
In the third part, the main reported research was concentrated around the role of multilevel inverter in the next future of DPGS. Focusing on topologies and technologies device.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents the background and the motivation of the thesis, continuing with a
short overview of grid-connected PV systems. Furthermore, it details the aims of the project,
continuing with the outline of the thesis and finishing with a list of the main contributions

1.1 Background and motivation
Recently the energy global trend is unsustainable. Without decisive action, energyrelated, emissions of CO2 will more than double within 40/50 years and the oil demand will
increase over the security of supplies. We can change our current path, but this will take an
energy revolution and low-carbon energy technologies will have a crucial role to play. Energy
efficiency, many types of renewable energy, carbon capture and storage (CCS), nuclear power
and new transport technologies will all require widespread deployment if we are to reach our
greenhouse gas emission goals.
Two renewable energy systems are the most dominant so far, which are wind and solar
system. Wind is one of the most promising alternative energy technologies, while solar energy
is the most abundant renewable energy resource on earth. The solar energy that hits the
earth’s surface in one hour is about the same as the amount consumed by all human activities
in a year. Power electronics is the key technology to handle all this power and to adapt it in
order to fit it in the grid.
In the last decade, photovoltaic (PV) penetration is coming out very rapidly due to dramatic cost reductions of the silicon wafer for producing PV cells. PV is a technology with a
significant potential for long-term growth in nearly all world regions. Several solar PV
roadmap vision said that PV is projected to provide 5% of global electricity consumption
within 20 years, rising up to 10% in 2050. Achieving this target will require a strong and
balanced policy effort in the next decade to allow for optimal technology progress, cost
reduction and ramp-up of industrial manufacturing.
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Solar PV, which generates electricity through the direct conversion of sunlight, is one of
the three technologies available to use sunlight as an active source. Concentrating solar power
systems (CSP) use concentrated solar radiation as a high temperature energy source to produce electrical power and drive chemical reactions. CSP is typically applied in relatively large
scale plants under very clear skies and bright sun. The availability of thermal storage and fuel
back-up allows CSP plants to mitigate the effects of sunlight variability. Solar heating and
cooling (SHC) uses the thermal energy directly from the sun to heat or cool domestic water or
building spaces. These three ways of harvesting sun energy are complementary, rather than
directly competitive, and developers should carefully assess their needs and environment
when choosing which solar technology to use.
The global PV market has experienced vibrant growth for more than a decade with an average annual growth rate of 60%. As of 2010, solar photovoltaics generates electricity in more
than 100 countries and, while yet comprising a tiny fraction of the 4800 GW total global
power-generating capacity from all sources, is the fastest growing power-generation technology in the world. Between 2004 and 2009, grid-connected PV capacity increased at an annual
average rate of 60 percent, to some 21 GW
The large variety of PV applications allows for a range of different technologies to be
present in the market, from low-cost, lower efficiency technologies to high-efficiency technologies at higher cost. Figure 1 gives an overview of the trend cost of PV module per watt in
the last 3 years.
Almost completely, the requisites that make effective any reduction of energy consumption and CO2 emissions are based on Power Electronics. Stabilisation of the power grids with
slow and constant integration of fluctuating renewable energies, effective and efficient
injection of wind and solar energy into the grids, use of efficient controlled speed motor
drives in industry and transportation, adoption of full electric or hybrid vehicles to allow
energy efficient and low emission mobility, achievement of large scale energy savings in
home appliance and lighting technologies, efficient energy recovery and energy management
of storage systems, all such results can only be obtained through an extensive application of
Power Electronics. The strategic and ambitious goals of the European Union for 2020 depend
on the Europe’s political choice and technical capability to provide a real adoption of the
multidisciplinary techniques and components that are included in Power Electronics.
In a recent presentation of the ECPE (European Consortium on Power Electronics) Research Roadmap Team on “Power Grid Infrastructure & Renewable Energy Sources”,
16

integration of different renewable energies has been indicated as one of the strategic tools to
achieve the goal of having the Renewables (Wind and Solar) to contribute up to 30% to the
global electricity energy production in 2030. By adding the contribution from hydro power,
mainly produced in North-East Europe, the situation depicted in Fig. 1 is predicted, where
Solar thermal and PhotoVoltaic (PV) power generation coming from South Mediterranean
countries can contribute either with large scale PV installations and solar thermal plants either
with distributed small scale PV plants. Integration to the grid of the renewable energies will
occur via HVDC, energy lines with UHVAC and UHVDC, and in case of low voltage networks via distributed intelligent PV converters and advanced PLC. Intelligent Super Grid and
Smart Grids interconnected as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 within are foreseen as the future energy
systems.
In this scenario, while Power Electronics will have to face important challenges such as
those of supplying high power Voltage Source Control technology, DC-circuit breakers for
meshed HVDC overlay grids, improved DC-grids, and MV DC/DC converters with or
without galvanic isolation, power converters for low-power PV generation systems will also
cover an increasing important role as they appear the only tool to effectively establish large
scale distributed energy, generated by the sun and connected to the grid. In fact, even in the
future distributed generation systems exploiting sun energy will continue to be based on a
conversion process where power converters, advanced Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
techniques and microcontroller based control systems are associated to achieve high conversion efficiency, high power factor, and low current harmonic THD [1][2].

Fig. 1 Grid access for large-scale renewable (Source: Siemens AG).
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Fig. 2. Future energy system will be formed by intelligent Super Grid and Smart Grids (Source: Siemens AG).

Nowadays, technical improvements and advances in the circuit design of the converters,
and integration of the required control and protection functions into the converter control
circuit have allowed to introduce into the market advanced PV converter systems that also
provide sufficient control and protection functions such as maximum power tracking, inverter
current control, and power factor control. Within the range of power till 10 kW several
DC/AC converter configurations have been proposed from single stage to double or multistage topologies according to the number of cascaded power stages, with or without a low or
high frequency power transformer. Single-stage single-phase or three-phase inverters are the
traditional solution adopted to interface a large number of PV modules to the grid as the
modules are connected in series to create strings with a suitable high value of the output
voltage and the strings are connected in parallel through interconnection diodes to obtain the
desired power level. The presence of the low-frequency transformer and the poor efficiency of
the centralized inverter associated to the poor performance of the Maximum Power Point
Tracker (MPPT), have moved to “string conversion” solutions, which basically consist in a
double stage power converter for each string of the PV plant. Using an input stage in boost
configuration allows one to connect fewer panels in series to create the DC voltage, while
increasing the overall efficiency of the power conversion, as the blocking diodes are not
requested and the MPPT algorithm is applied to only one string with limited number of
panels. String conversion configurations based on several DC/DC converters connected to a
18

high voltage DC bus and linked to a single DC/AC converter in principle appear as more
complex solutions but offer higher efficiency due to single string MPPT control and modularity of the PV plant. Finally, for very low-power applications it is recognized that the solution
based on AC modules is the best one to solve such issues as input power optimization, plant
modularity, and system reliability. With this architecture every single PV panel is directly
connected to the grid through MICroinverters (MIC) having the same power of the panel and
installed on its back-side.

1.2 Photovoltaic Systems
1.2.1 Problem formulation
The cumulative PV installations reached by the end of 2009 more than 20 GW worldwide
experiencing an important growth despite the financial crisis. This shows that the need for
renewable energy is a strategic issue due to climatic impact, sustainability and high development rates in China and India.
The large penetration of PV inverters especially in low voltage networks related to residential/commercial PV plants stability issues are becoming challenging. New, more stringent
grid requirements are expected to emerge following the path of wind power with global goal
of turning renewable energy power plants in “virtual” power plants. As PV penetration is
growing, the impact on grid stability is becoming important. New demands like voltage ridethrough, voltage regulation, island operation, are emerging.
Photovoltaic energy generation is becoming increasingly significant in providing sustainable energy for the ever-increasing needs of the society, and it will play a key role in the
world energy scenario.
Mass penetration of PV generation requires not only that the entire PV installation meets
performances, but prerequisites new solutions to improve yield, availability, stability and
robustness for seamless integration into the electricity network. The efficiency of commercial
PV panels is around 15-20%. Therefore, it is very important that the power produced by these
panels is not wasted, by using inefficient power electronics systems. The efficiency and
quality of both single-phase and three phase PV inverter systems will be improved using new
topologies, new controls and ancillary function.
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1.2.2 Objectives
The aim of this project is to analyze and develop new topology, exhibit a high efficiency
will be proposed, as well as new advanced control algorithms for the PV Power systems. All
these functions can be implemented in the current platforms of the PV inverters on the market
and turn them in so-called Smart PV Inverters with more market value and increased grid
integration potential.
The main societal objective of this project is to facilitate the mass penetration of PV generation therefore contributing to a greener future.

1.3 Main contributions
A short list of contributions is included in the order they appear in the thesis.
•

Review and simulation of Module Integrated Converter ( or ACModule) topologies A
comprehensive review is presented by modelling several structures: DC/DC and DC/AC
topologies, focusing on efficiency and cost. It has been shown that the topology proposed
is one of the best compromises in cost, efficiency and high voltage gain. It is also emphasized that where isolation is needed the best topology is a classic boost interleaved with
isolation and regenerative active clamp (presented in the bidirectional DC/DC converter
for HEV).

•

Review and comparison of a control algorithm for grid synchronization In this thesis, the
most popular grid synchronization algorithms were thoroughly reviewed and compared.
The comparison was carried out by using simulations tools Matlab/Symulink and Dspace
platform. The system was then tested using a real setup. All the algorithms were tested
and compared under several distortion conditions (reference)

•

PWM techniques comparison The effect of different PWM techniques applied to the PV
inverter were analysed while taking the Total Harmonic Distortion factor and efficiency
into account. The standard unipolar and bipolar techniques and the mixing frequency
technique were incorporated in the analysis. This analysis has shown the potentiality of
the mixing frequency techniques compared to the standard techniques.

•

New topology In the near future there will be many significant changes in the grid-cod
addressing the PV inverter. At the moment PV inverters only feed the active power to the
grid using a power factor equal to 1. However, the high penetration of PV inverters in the
last few years has caused some problems, because the power injected at the distribution
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level has been increased by the DGPS without any update. In fact, when there are many
inverters injecting active power at the same time, the voltage at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) might rise over the limits stated in the standards and trigger the safety of
the inverters leading to disconnection or limit the power production below the available
power. In order to overcome the mentioned disadvantages, the future standard system will
impose to add a new control for the power curtain or for reactive power injection worldwide. This injection will change the structure of the new inverter. Modified Neutral Pont
Clamped inverter with new technologies POWER devices has been presented in this thesis. The structures with these new power devices were compared with the standard under
different conditions of load and power factor.

1.4 Outline of the thesis
The continuous increase in power demands makes decentralized renewable energy production more and more the only way to supply the energy needs next in the future.
Decentralized energy production using solar energy could be a solution for balancing the
continuously-increasing power demands. This continuously increasing consumption overloads
the distribution grids as well as the power stations, therefore having a negative impact on
power availability, security and quality.
It is the goal of this thesis to analyze and model and to introduce new strategies for harvesting high efficiency and high quality in term of energy conversion from photovoltaic
systems. The focus of this thesis is to introduce new topology and additional control method.
Chapter 1 of this thesis details the application and motivations of this work while Chapter
2 covers the principles of module integrated converter and its operation. Chapter 3 focuses on
a comparison of new topology and the state of the art concerning MIC, Chapter 4 presents
hardware setup and experimental results. Chapter 5 present control structure for single phase
inverter, focus on PLL. Chapter 6 cover the multilevel issue in renewable energy with conclusion and future work covered in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
This thesis goes into detail on the design considerations for every aspect of this system.
This includes modeling, simulation, hardware implementation, control algo- rithms and
experimental testing
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Part I
AC Module
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Chapter 2
AC Module Concept
The interest toward the application of MIC converter is increasing in the last years
mainly due to the possibility of highly efficient decentralized clean energy generation. The
output voltage of a single panel is in the range of 24-36V, generally below 50 V. Consequently, low-power applications with high output voltage require a high gain for proper
operation. Several solutions were so far proposed in the literature, ranging from the use of
high-frequency transformers to capacitive multipliers. In this chapter an evaluation of different topology is proposed. Finally a prototype of the best topology came from the comparison
is presented and tested. This chapter presents the basic concept of photovoltaic generation,
continuing with a short overview of grid-connected PV systems and finally presents the
MICroinverter or ACModule concept.

2.1 PV cell
In 1839, Becquerel discovered the ability of certain materials to convert sunlight to electricity, when he discovered the photogalvanic effect. The first solar cell has been producted in
1954 by Chapin, Fuller, and Pearson. This cell had a conversion efficiency of 6%. Within 4
years, solar cells were used on the Vanguard I orbiting satellite. The high cost of boosting a
payload into space readily justified the use of these cells, even though they were quite expensive.
The most popular materials for direct conversion of sunlight to electricity have been crystalline silicon (Si), amorphous silicon (a-SiH), copper indium diselenide (CIS), cadmium
telluride (CdTe), and gallium arsenide (GaAs). All of these semiconductor materials have
band-gap energies between 1 and 2 eV.
The band gap of a semiconductor is the energy required to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band of the semiconductor. Transferring the negative electron to
the conduction band creates a positive hole in the valence band. Both charge carriers are then
available for electrical conduction.
27

Sunlight is a very convenient source of energy for creation of these electron–hole pairs
(EHPs), since most of the energy in the solar spectrum is at levels higher than the band-gap
energies of PV materials. Once the EHP has been produced by an incident photon, the electron and hole must flow in opposite directions. Separation of electron and hole can be
achieved by using a pn -junction. A pn-junction is composed of material that is rich in electrons on one side (the n-side) and rich in holes on the other side (the p-side). The pn-junction
produces a built-in electric field, directed from the n-side to the p-side, that separates the
photon-generated EHPs. The electrons are forced to the n-side and the holes are forced to the
p-side by the junction electric field as long as the EHP is produced within or close to the pnjunction. If the EHP is generated too far from the junction, the electron and hole will recombine before they can be separated by the junction electric field.

Fig. 1 Solar Cell

Figure 1 shows photons ( hU) entering a typical PV cell. Some of the photons will create
EHPs close to the surface, some will create EHPs near or within the junction region, and some
will penetrate beyond the junction. Generally, the highest-energy photons produce EHPs close
to the surface, whereas the lowest-energy photons penetrate the deepest. This process of
liberating an EHP results in the conversion of part of the energy of the incident photon to
electricity. Any leftover energy is converted to heat. If the EHP is produced near or within the
pn-junction, the electron is swept into the n-region and the hole is swept into the p-region.
The electrons (V) then diffuse toward the top of the cell and the holes (+) diffuse toward the
bottom of the cell. As the electrons reach the top surface, where there is a contact to an
external circuit, they continue to flow into the external circuit. As the holes reach the bottom
surface, where there is another contact to the external circuit, they recombine with electrons
flowing in from the external circuit. For each electron that leaves the top, another enters the
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Fig. 2 (a) V-I single PV-panel 120 W; (b) P-V single PV-panel 120 W; (c) V-I 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance; (d) P-V
12 PV-panels 100% irradiance; (e) V-I 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 50% effect shadow level; (f) 12 PV-panels
100% irradiance with 50% effect shadow level; (g) V-I 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 10% effect shadow level;
(h) P-V 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 10% effect shadow level; (i) V-I 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 10%
effect shadow area; (l) P-V 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 10% effect shadow area; (m), V-I 12 PV-panels 100%
irradiance with 50% effect shadow area; (n) P-V 12 PV-panels 100% irradiance with 50% effect shadow area;
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bottom. This completes the circuit, with electron flow in the external circuit and the flow of
both electrons and holes within the PV cell. The challenge in the design of the PV cell is to
absorb all incident photons close enough to the pn-junction so all electrons and holes generated will be collected. A further challenge in cell design is to minimize conversion of sunlight
to heat and maximize conversion to electricity. Because of the pn-junction, a voltage appears
between the bottom and the top of the cell. This voltage is what forces the current through the
external circuit. Depending upon the cell material, the voltage developed by the cell may
range from very small up to about 1 V. Thus, to produce higher voltages, the cells must be
connected in series. When cells are connected together, normally they are incorporated into
PV modules, which often combine as many as 40 cells in series to produce voltages in the
range of 20 V and currents of several amperes. When voltages and currents beyond the
capability of an individual module are desired, the modules can be connected into arrays that
will produce higher voltages and higher currents. Although most cells produce only a few
watts, and most modules produce 10 to 300 W, most arrays produce a few thousand watts. A
few very large systems have been deployed that produce power in the megawatt range.
An important feature of all modern PV cells is that, over their lifetimes, they can produce
up to ten times as much energy as was used in their fabrication and deployment.
The ideal solar cell operates as a diode when in the dark, and operates almost as an ideal
current source when operated under short-circuit conditions. The short-circuit current of the
cell is close to directly proportional to the intensity of the sunlight incident on the cell. The
current source nature of the cell means that if cells are connected in series to increase their
overall voltage, the cells must be closely matched so each cell produces identical current

+
-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) multistring system; (b) single string system
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under identical illumination conditions. If this is not the case, the voltage of the series
combination will not be optimized. The I–V relationship for the ideal PV cell is given by Eq.1

I = I

L

I

0

e

k t
q v

1
Eq. 1

where IL is the photon-generated current component, I0 is the cell reverse saturation current, and k*T/q=25.7 mV at a temperature of 25°C. More specifically, the photocurrent is
related to sunlight intensity by the relationship: Where G is the sunlight intensity in W/m

2

and Go= 1000 W/m 2.
Figure 2 shows the different behaviour of the PV module under normal condition and
shadow condition. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) (a) show the I–V and P-V characteristics as a function of
incident sunlight for a single PV panel. Fig. 2 (c) and (d) show the I–V and P-V characteristics as a function of incident sunlight for an array of 12 PV-panels (as shown in Fig. 3). The
other plots in Fig. 2(x) show the same characteristics under different condition of shadow area
and shadow level of the PV array. It is evident the degradation of the P-V and I-V characteristic under abnormal condition. Note that as the temperature rises, the open circuit voltage of
the PV-cell, VOC, decreases. For Si cells, the rate of decrease is 2.3 mV/°C for each cell. Thus,
a 36-cell module (as shown in Fig. 4) operating 25°C above ambient temperature, will lose 36
×2.3×25= 2070 mV = 2.07 V. This is nearly a 10% loss in output voltage, which, when
coupled with approximately temperature-independent current, results in a 10% power loss.
The departure of the I–V characteristic of a real cell from that of a perfect cell is measured by
the fill factor (FF) of the cell. The assumption is that a perfect cell would have a rectangular
characteristic, with constant current up to the maximum cell voltage, and then constant
voltage. The constant current would be the short-circuit current and the constant voltage
would be the open-circuit voltage. Since the current produced by a cell depends upon the total
power incident of the cell, if a cell is shaded even partially, it will not produce the same
current as unshaded cells. At a certain point of shading, the polarity of the cell voltage reverses to enable the cell to carry the current generated by the unshaded cells in the module.
When this happens, the cell dissipates power, and can overheat to the point of cell degradation.
To protect the module against cell degradation, bypass diodes are normally incorporated
into the module design to shunt current away from shaded cells, as shown in Fig. 3.
If the voltage of a module drops below the voltage of other modules connected in parallel, it is possible for the current produced by the higher-voltage modules to flow in the reverse
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Fig. 4 PV-Cell and V-I characteristic

direction of the lower voltage module. To prevent reverse flow of current through a module, a blocking diode is sometimes used in series with the module, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 ACmodule Concept
Solar power production is affected by various factors such as module mismatch, obstruction shading, inter-row shading, and obstacles such as dust or debris. In addition, non-uniform
changes in temperature, irradiance, and shading create complex current-voltage curves,
further affecting energy harvest. This is due to the fact that in traditional systems the performance of the entire system is dictated by the performance of the weakest module.
Inverter R&D has focused on two areas. The first is incremental changes in the existing
string/central inverter, and most of these changes are geared toward higher efficiency and
larger capacity. These changes have led to bigger, more centralized inverters, for example,
SMA’s new 500kW 500U PV inverter.
The second recent inverter development is a move toward decentralized architectures, including partial solutions such as DC-to-DC optimizers, consisting of add-on electronics
designed to augment a central inverter, and complete inverter solutions such as microinverters
[3].
Recently, the development of a new energy conversion solution in low power PhotoVoltaic (PV) generation systems has started. It consists in the integration of a small converter
inside the junction box of PV panels used for solar energy harvesting. Such a converter, called
AC Module (ACM), shows AC output characteristics with grid-connection capability without
external DC connector. ACMs should achieve similar costs of the produced kWh as those
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obtained with standard systems. Therefore, in developing a new ACM system the main issues
regard the converter efficiency and cost.
Although the characteristics of the ACM may change according to panel specifications,
its structure is composed by the cascade connection of two stages, a DC/DC and a DC/AC.
The DC/DC stage is used to boost the output voltage of the PV module up to a value suitable
for connecting the module to the grid with standard single-phase inverter. The DC/DC converter is also responsible for implementing the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT).
Therefore, high efficiency and elevated voltage gain are the most important performance
required in this application to the DC/DC converter. In particular, high voltage gain can be
obtained through charge-pump systems or high-frequency transformers that remain the only
solution in case a galvanic isolation is required.
At the moment one of the main issues in “Solar Conversion” is to obtain the maximum
power available from the field in all weather conditions. In order to get the Maximum Power a
lot of specific control algorithms, such as MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking), have
been done. Conventional system modules linked together in series may perform differently,
simply because of dirt or accidental shadowing. Under these conditions, the MPPT is unable
to function properly and adapts all modules to the worst performance and penalizes such all.
In order to solve this problem a new topology has been used, which is adopted by many
manufacturers: one inverter circuit is combined with multiple independent MPPT's that divide
the plant. However, an inverter of several kilowatts, even in case of multi-string, requires a
high voltage input. In this case, the shading problem continues to persist. Figure 1 shows in
the left side the model of a string converter, while in the right side different configuration for
string converter.
When the PV series string is operating under non-uniform conditions of radiation, as it is
often the case in PV array, a problem arises. All the cells in the system share the same current,
and when a cell or group of cells is shaded one of two scenarios may occur:
•

The group of shaded cells will try to drive the unshaded ones into operating at a lower
current level. In this case the system output power is limited by the current produced
by the cell or panel generating the lowest output current.

•

The unshaded cells will try to drive the shaded ones into operating at a higher current
level. The only way a PV cell can operate at a higher current than its short circuit current, which is directly proportional to irradiance, is by moving into the negative
voltage region of the cell’s I-V curve where it becomes reverse biased as shown in
Fig. 1. At this point the panel’s backplane diode(s) becomes forward biased and it
conducts the string current. The down side is that now the group of shaded cells is en33

tirely bypassed, contributing zero power to the system, and the string voltage is also
affected.
It is apparent that due to widely varying voltage levels of the series string, another dc-dc
converter is needed to regulate the dc input voltage to the inverter. The Maximum Power
Point Tracker within the inverter decides which of the two situations described above takes
place. This central converter must be able to operate at high voltages and currents and withstand large voltage swings. Such a component may increase the complexity of the controls of
the system, but more importantly, it will add significant cost and losses to the PV installation.
In order to address and try to mitigate the series string problem, a concept called the
Module Integrated Converter (MIC) was developed. It solves the series string problem by
adding dc-dc converters at the output of each panel. The overall tolerance of the system
against irradiance mismatches is improved because now each panel is not affected by the
operating conditions of its neighbours.
The concept of the AC photovoltaic module or Module Integrated Converter, a photovoltaic module with an integrated DC/AC, has been proposed several years ago at Caltech’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, but is only now reaching commercial realization.
The AC Module concept has many advantages over central inverter systems, the main
ones being a low minimum system size and the ability to site individual modules without
concern for shading and orientation.
A module integrated converter approach whether DC/DC or DC/AC has many advantages:
•

AC Module systems improve system reliability because of distributed hardware (redundancy), testability (via communications links) and simplicity (no high voltage DC
components or wiring)

•

Better Utilization (MPPT) per module basis: Each module can independently control
and so optimise the power flow to or from its source. In a solar power application,
each module can independently perform maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for
its PV-panel. This allows panels to be given different orientations opening up new
possibilities in architectural applications. Greater tolerance of localised shading is now
also possible. These reasons taken together are the most important advantage of perpanel distributed modules.

•

Mixing of different sources becomes possible: Independent and intelligent power flow
control can decouple each source from the others in the string. Batteries could be replaced individually as required since old and new batteries can now be mixed.
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Existing PV module strings could be extended with new higher output panels without
compromising overall string reliability or performance.
•

Better protection of module power sources: Intelligent protection can be applied on a
per source basis. A single shaded PV module can deliver its power rather than being
bypassed by a diode for its own protection.

•

Redundancy of both power converters and modules: An intelligent module can bypass
a failed source or indeed a failed converter if appropriately designed, allowing the
complete installation to continue operation at slightly reduced capacity.

•

Greater safety during installation and maintenance: Depending on design, each module
may be able to isolate its connected power source, so the wiring of series or parallel
connections of modules can be performed safely. The module, power source connection is a safe low voltage connection.

•

System design and installation costs are reduced via product standardization

•

The minimum array increment of one AC module and the elimination of balance-ofsystem equipment allows for maximum flexibility in initial sizing and simple future
array expansion

•

AC arrays are exposed to damage from nearby lightning strikes.
Inverter technology has always had a significant impact on energy harvest. The serial na-

ture of module installation results in the “Christmas light effect,” i.e., any impact (dust,
debris, shade) on module performance will also affect the other modules in the string. Distributed inverter architectures mitigate this effect as each module becomes an independent power
producer. Per-module MPPT enables increased energy harvest.
There are of course some disadvantages. The main one is that for systems over about 50
kW total, a central inverter can be made very cheaply - it is likely that large systems “behind
the utility fence” will not be AC module devices.
Possible disadvantages of AC-modules are the following:
•

Increased zero-load dissipation compared to conventional PV-systems.

•

Increased thermal stress on the inverter, because the inverter is mounted on the back of
the module.

•

New residential scale PhotoVoltaic (PV) arrays are commonly connected to the grid
by a single DC-AC inverter connected to a series string of PV modules, or many small
DC-AC inverters which connect one or two modules directly to the AC grid.

•

ACMs must operate in a very harsh thermal environment which affects their component lifetime;
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•

ACMs interaction can be an issue in large PV plants;

•

high efficiency is difficult to be obtained in small power converters;

•

system costs.

2.3 Series vs. parallel string of module-integrated converters.
The present grid connected module integrated converters that convert directly to 240Vac
can lay claim to these advantages. However, this approach of direct grid connection has the
disadvantage of a large difference in voltage from input (low) to output (high). This requires a
transformer based converter, which requires more mass and volume, is more expensive, and is
less efficient than a simple DC-DC converter [4][5][6].
A series rather than parallel connection of converters allows the input-output voltage ratio
to be close to unity, which leads to the highest switch utilisation, and removes the need for a
transformer. Efficiencies of close to 100% are possible, and converters can be small, light and
low cost.

Fig. 5: Basic topology of an ACModule
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A series connection utilises low voltage MOSFETs, Schottky diodes, inductors and capacitors that have been developed for low voltage DC-DC converters. A parallel connected
converter requires high voltage fast recovery diodes and MOSFETs, which are at a performance vs. cost disadvantage.
2.3.1

Central Inverter

In the Photovoltaic scenario the most common system layout is the centralized inverter, or
plant-oriented, topology, which consists of series connected PV modules (also called PV
strings) all connected in parallel in order to fit voltage and power constraints, as shown in Fig.
6,has led this structure to be widely used in large grid-connected installations. . The PV
modules were divided into series connections (called a string), each generating a sufficiently
high voltage to avoid further amplification. These series connections were then connected in
parallel, through string diodes, in order to reach high power levels. These series connections
were then connected in parallel, through string diodes, in order to reach high power levels.
The benefits of this topology are the low specific converter cost and simple maintenance..
This centralized inverter includes some severe limitations, such as high-voltage dc cables
between the PV modules and the inverter, power losses due to a centralized MPPT, mismatch
losses between the PV modules, losses in the string diodes, and a non flexible design where
the benefits of mass production could not be reached. The grid-connected stage was usually
line commutated by means of thyristors, involving many current harmonics and poor power
quality. The large amount of harmonics was the occasion of new inverter topologies and
system layouts, in order to cope with the emerging standards which also covered power
quality.
Centralized PV inverters perform two major functions: power conversion from DC to
AC; and Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT):
•

Power Conversion

Traditional solar energy central and string inverters convert current by ‘chopping’ the 200
to 480 volt DC voltage from the source solar strings, typically using local controls and a
power conversion bridge. By filtering and tuning the frequency of the supply, the inverter
ensures the current is in phase with the grid to ensure the current is grid-compliant and can be
used for standard residential or commercial loads or sold back to the utility.
•

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

The goal of the MPPT algorithm is to extract the greatest power available from the solar
array. The better the MPPT algorithm, the greater the power output. With a central inverter,
the MPPT is performed on the solar array as an aggregate. However, changes in temperature,
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irradiance, and shading create complex current-voltage curves, thereby making it difficult or
impossible for the MPPT algorithm to find a power point that is optimal for all modules. This
results in a compromise in operating conditions and results in less than optimal energy
harvest.

Fig. 6: PV topology; central inverter, string converter, multi string converter and ACModule.
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In addition, varying roof orientations, and module mismatch (often resulting from typical
manufacturing tolerances) can also have an impact on energy harvest. Other challenges
associated with centralized inverters include the space required to locate the device, as well as
heat dissipation requirements. Large central inverters are typically actively cooled. These
cooling fans can make a tremendous amount of noise , so location of the inverter relative to
offices and occupied areas must be considered.
2.3.2

String Inverter

Recently, in photovoltaic installation, the string inverter have been preferred compare the
central inverter strategy. The string inverter, shown in Fig. 6, is a reduced version of the
centralized inverter, where a single string of PV modules is connected to the inverter. String
inverters prevents mismatch losses between strings and lets each string operate at its maximum power point. Furthermore, string diodes are removed which reduces energy losses. Yet,
the extra inverters not only add power conversion losses but also elevate the cost of the PV
system. That is one of the reasons why large plants usually favor centralized configurations.
In terms of continuity of service, it is very unlikely that all string inverters are down simultaneously, which ensures at least a minimal photovoltaic production on the grid. String
inverters are also future proof, in the sense that the capacity of a module oriented installation
can be upgraded easily, if the grid connection allows additional capacity flow. An additional
innovation to this topology is the team concept which aims to improve power conversion
efficiency during low solar irradiance. By using dc switches which cross-connect strings
together, as shown in Fig. 6, the strings may be combined (as in the centralized topology) in
order to accept a larger solar irradiance PV production range and enhance conversion efficiency by using only one inverter
The input voltage may be high enough to avoid voltage amplification. This requires
roughly 16 PV modules in series for European systems. The total open-circuit voltage for 16
PV modules may reach as much as 720 V, which calls for a 1000-V MOSFET/IGBT in order
to allow for a 75% voltage de-rating of the semiconductors. The normal operation voltage is,
however, as low as 450-510 V. The possibility of using fewer PV modules in series also
exists, if a dc–dc converter or line-frequency transformer is used for voltage amplification.
There are no losses associated with string diodes and separate MPPTs can be applied to each
string. This increases the overall efficiency compared to the centralized inverter, and reduces
the price, due to mass production.
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2.3.3

Multi String Inverter

The multi-string inverter depicted in Fig. 6, is the further development of the string inverter
combines the two previous topologies by introducing a dc-dc converter with MPPT control
strategies for each string of the PV array. Several strings are interfaced with their own dc–dc
converter to a common dc–ac inverter. This is beneficial, compared with the centralized
system, since every string can be controlled individually. The dc-dc string converters are also
used to elevate PV string voltage to a high voltage dc bus while using a MPPT strategy. The
introduction of a dc bus reduces inverter functionalities, for example the MPPT is transferred
to the DC/DC converters and also eases heterogeneous PV module integration. Indeed,
modules used from one string to another, may differ in age, size, technology, or even nominal
power values Thus, the operator may start his/her own PV power plant with a few modules.
Further enlargements are easily achieved since a new string with dc–dc converter can be
plugged into the existing plat- form. A flexible design with high efficiency is hereby
achieved. Finally, the ac cell inverter system is the case where one large PV cell is connected
to a dc–ac inverter. The main challenge for the designers is to develop an inverter that can
amplify the very low voltage, up to an appropriate level for the grid, and at the same time
reach a high efficiency. For the same reason, entirely new converter concepts are required.
2.3.4

MIC or AC Module

The ac module depicted in Fig. 3 is the integration of the inverter and PV module into one
electrical device. It removes the mismatch losses between PV modules since there is only one
PV module, as well as supports optimal adjustment between the PV module and the inverter
and, hence, the individual MPPT. It includes the possibility of an easy enlarging of the
system, due to the modular structure. The opportunity to become a “plug- and-play” device,
which can be used by persons without any knowledge of electrical installations, is also an
inherent feature. On the other hand, the necessary high voltage-amplification may reduce the
overall efficiency and increase the price per watt, because of more complex circuit topologies.
On the other hand, the ac module is intended to be mass produced, which leads to low manufacturing cost and low retail prices.
The present solutions use self-commutated dc–ac inverters, by means of IGBTs or MOSFETs, involving high power quality in compliance with the standards.
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2.4 What is String converter?
MIC is a new concept, concerning renewable energy. Photovoltaic cells produce direct
current (dc) power. The utility wiring and appliances within the home use alternating current
(ac) power with voltages in the range of 110 Vrms (USA) and 220 Vrms (Europe). Therefore
all grid connected PV installations require an inverter to convert power from dc to ac. The
input dc voltage to the inverter must be large in order to most efficiently convert to the ac-line
voltage. The standard solution for achieving this is by connecting several PV panel in series in
order to build up the system’s output voltage.
In a dc-dc converter, power is converted from dc to ac by periodic switching of the transistor. The ac power signal, also referred to as indirect power, is then rectified again through
the diode and converted back to dc. The key to obtaining high efficiency in this application is
the minimization of indirect power at the nominal operating point. This implies generating the
least amount of ac power possible by minimizing switching and processing of the input dc
signal. This is achieved by use of a converter having a buck-boost characteristic, designed to
have a voltage conversion ratio of unity at the nominal operating point. The circuit can
operate in a mode called “pass-through” which achieves maximum efficiency by directly
connecting input and output ports of the converter. Neighbouring operating points in the buck
or boost mode also exhibit (MPPT) DC/DC converter (MPPT) very high efficiency, and
hence the insertion loss for this approach is very low. This architecture allows for maximum
flexibility and improved tolerance in a system under mismatched conditions.
The MPPT block of this system operates independently from changes in the string current, which allows the converters to exhibit output characteristics of a constant power source.
This means that the string current and voltage are adjustable, and it is possible to regulate the
string voltage by tuning the string current. With a fixed string voltage the string becomes
modular and it is possible to easily add more strings in parallel or connect the system to a
battery bank. Additionally, the central dc-dc converter becomes redundant and unnecessary,
greatly improving the total power output of the PV installation at a minimum added cost.
In 2001 Shimizu introduced a Generation Control Circuit capable of “shuffling” power
between adjacent PV modules. This concept was further improved two years later by Walker,
who proposed non-isolated, inverting, bidirectional dc-dc converters for the same purpose.
This proposal is intended for series connected PV strings that are evenly lit, and therefore the
efficiency of the converters is optimized for their quiescent state. Each MIC processes only
the power difference between adjacent modules, allowing them to operate at different currents
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as long as the shuffling converters support this current difference. This way a power stage
with smaller rating and higher efficiency can be implemented.
However, the author notes that in the worst case scenario where two adjacent modules are
shaded, the converters connected to these panels must operate in deep buck mode in order to
supply the full string current of the array. Therefore the MIC must be rated after all, for the
same current, voltage and power as the panel they support. Another converter is necessary at
the string level in order to interface the top and bottom modules. A bidirectional Flyback is
suggested for the central dc-dc converter. The efficiency of the flyback converter, generally
notorious for being low, is not included in the author’s simulation of the system.
It is also important to note that these converters implement a passive form of MPPT, by
simply operating at a fixed panel voltage, close to the maximum power point voltage. The
main assumption being that changes in irradiance and temperature will be low enough that the
voltage at the maximum power point will only vary slightly. Active maximum power point
tracking is performed by the array’s dc-ac inverter.
Four different converter topologies for PV module integration have been investigated by
Walker and Sernia in 2002. Efficiency vs. input power for each of these was predicted via
simulation for a 60 W module using synchronous rectifiers. The authors concluded that the
boost converter is not capable of always delivering the full amount of output power from a
series connected string under shading conditions. The buck converter can deliver any amount
of power, but the string will require many more panels. If the buck or boost converters reach a
minimum or maximum duty cycle boundary, the string output voltage will be limited. The dcdc converter at the string level is still necessary to ensure proper regulation of the dc input to
the inverter. The authors concluded that the buck-boost and Chuk converters were too expensive and inefficient to be deemed practical.

2.5 Summary
The PV cell was introduced in this chapter. The mode of operation under normal and abnormal condition was also presented. The partial shadow is also treated in many papers. The
case of partial shadow is included in the chapter in order to show the problems associated
with it. Thus, even a small amount of partial shadow may result in severe power losses, and
the risk of delamination, and a very irregularly voltage-power characteristic. The irregularly
characteristic is a problem for most Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT). This is regarded as a problem, which must be dealt with.
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Finally, the MICroinverter concept has been presented with a short review of its history
and types of technologies.
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Chapter 3
MIC for Photovoltaic modules
The interest toward the application of MIC converter is increasing in the last years mainly
due to the possibility of highly efficient decentralized clean energy generation. The output voltage
of a single panel is in the range of 24-36V, generally below 50 V. Consequently, low-power
applications with high output voltage require a high gain for proper operation. Several solutions
were so far proposed in the literature, ranging from the use of high-frequency transformers to
capacitive multipliers. In this chapter an evaluation of different topology is proposed. Finally a
prototype of the best topology came from the comparison is presented and tested..

3.1

Strengths of ACModule

Although the design techniques of converters for PV panels may change according to the
panel specifications, efficiency and voltage gain are the two most important performances
required to such architectures. In particular, a high voltage gain of the DC/DC converter is
requested and this can be obtained through charge-pump systems or high-frequency transformers, which remain the best choice in case galvanic isolation is required.
Although the classic boost converter is theoretically capable of reaching a high voltage
gain, in practice, the gain declines as the duty cycle approaches unity due to parasitic components. In addition, the control stability at operation with very high duty-cycle values is
severely affected.
One alternative would be associating in cascade either conventional boost converters or
interleaved variants or employing a modified cascaded boost in order to achieve the required
gain. A major disadvantage here is the poor efficiency level due to losses in the two successive power processing stages.
To surpass such limitations, several topologies proposed in the literature can achieve high
voltage gain without requiring high values of duty cycles or multiple cascaded stages. A
common important feature is also the reduced voltage stress across the active semiconductors.
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Such features can be achieved by one of the following techniques, as will be discussed in the
succeeding sections: isolated magnetic means, non isolated magnetic means, and finally,
capacitive means.
In addition, higher levels of efficiency are, in general, not attainable due to the association of several power processing stages. An alternative to the previous circuits is the use of the
high frequency transformer as an energy storage inductor, like in variants of the isolated dc–
dc forward or push–pull converter. Such solutions are nevertheless normally limited to lower
power levels and also attain reduced efficiency, with the rise of problems like high voltage
stress, large switching losses, and electromagnetic interference problems, mainly due to the
negative effect of the leakage inductance and winding capacitance of the transformer. In order
to bypass such drawbacks and reach a higher level of efficiency, the circuit proposed in [20]
modifies the basic current-fed push–pull converter to employ a current doubler stage that
reduces conduction losses in the input stage and a zero-current-switching voltage multiplier in
the output with no losses due to reverse recovery.
High gain is also achieved here through the turns-ratio relation, although, now, nonisolated structures like coupled inductors or magnetically coupled non-isolated converters are
considered. One first example of such approach would be a boost converter where two
magnetically coupled windings are placed before and after the switch so that not only is the
gain increased but also the voltage stress across the switch is reduced. In order to deal with
the problem related to the leakage inductance, several clamping circuits as proposed in in
literature. When compared with the galvanic isolated topology circuits, the circuits in this
section are capable of achieving a higher level of efficiency as only a single stage is present.
In addition, reduction of the voltage stress across the semiconductors is possible in most
circuits, which allows further reduction of the losses and costs.

3.2 Topologies under comparison
There are several design strategies for converters panel. The most serious problem is related to the high voltage gain that is required of the stage DC / DC converter. For good
performance, this value of gain can be obtained by using charge-pump systems or through the
use of high frequency transformers. In countries that require galvanic isolation is better to use
the second strategy, if the use of a high frequency transformer is considered sufficient.
In this thesis several solutions have been investigated. In Fig. 7 it is shown an interleaved
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boost insulated classic. This converter shows a very high gain achieved through the use of a
transformer with a secondary center-tapped. The control strategy of the devices is a classic
PWM interleaved between the two channels to reduce input ripple current. In fact, the transistors Q1 and Q2 are made to switch at the same frequency and with the same duty cycle but
180 ° out of phase signals to each other. High gain is achieved here through the turn-ratio of a
high frequency transformer that provides galvanic isolation between the source and the grid
and also normally allows the use of low voltage-rated active switches in the input side. The
high-frequency waveform in the input of the transformer can be generated by a voltage-fed or
current-fed full bridge inverter, whereas the last one attains reduced semiconductor conduction losses since both legs are connected in parallel during the short-circuit interval. The
output is then rectified by a conventional diode bridge. Two inherent disadvantages of such
circuits are the high amount of switching losses, as higher frequencies are normally employed
to reduce the size of the transformer, and the higher conduction losses due to the sum of
inverter and rectifying stages. In order to deal with the first disadvantage, the use of a softswitching technique can be employed, although a common drawback is the increased complexity in the operation and construction. The switch control strategy is a standard interleaved
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) between the two channels, able to reduce the ripple of the
input current, as the two transistors have the same switching frequency and duty-cycle and a
phase shift of 180°.
A possible solution for the second disadvantage is to substitute the diode bridge with a
high-frequency active voltage doubler leg that provides reduced conduction losses with
additional gain. As a conclusion regarding the circuits discussed so far in this section, the use
of a high-frequency galvanic isolation is more appropriate when very high gains are required
or at medium power levels.
Fig.

8

shows a dual interleaved isolated boost converter. The high gain is obtained

through the two center-tapped transformers that load the output capability. The control
strategy is slightly different from the previously stated but easy to implement. There are two
interleaved phases, each with two transistors. The devices at each stage Q1-Q2 and Q3-Q4 are
controlled by signals out of phase with each other by 180 ° and slightly overlapping, as shown
in Fig. 9.
The dual boost-interleaved converter uses two high-frequency transformers to charge the
output capacities and again ensure the high voltage gain. In this case two interleaved phases
are introduced with two transistors each, which are driven according to the shown strategy
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where a small overlapping is inserted in the 180° phase shift. According to table 3 the two
isolated boost converters have in high voltage gains and low voltage stress on the transistors
their best performance, while especially the dual boost is penalized by the number of devices
and voltage and current stress. Efficiency of dual boost (90%) is also lower than that shown
by the classic boost-interleaved (95%).

Fig. 7 Boost-Interleaved Converter with HF Transformer.

Fig. 10 shows a variant of the converter presented previously. An alternative interleaved
isolated boost converter is the l-type half-bridge shown in fig. 9 [8][9]. In this case the two
transformers have no central connection in the secondary winding but they still allow one to
shift of 180° the secondary voltages according to the shown configuration and, most important, through the circuits obtained with the four diodes the charge of both output capacitors is
contributed by both transformers. The control strategy is the same. The main difference is the
use of two transformers without center tap in the secondary. With the connection shown in
Figure you can get the secondary voltage 180 ° out of phase. The main difference compared
to the previous case is that, through the circuit formed by diodes D1-D2-D3-D4, each secondary transformer contributes to the position of both output capacitors. Efficiency is in between
the two previous converters but number of switches and diodes, and stress is the worst as
always in this class of converters.
In Fig. 11 is presented the Multi-Stage converter. The basic structure is always a two-phase
interleaved boost, but with the peculiarity to use in place of an inductor per phase, a single
inductor and a transformer with two primary and one secondary. The two primary voltages are
fed out of phase with each other by 180 ° to decrease the current ripple and make the current
equal in the two phases. The secondary is used to load a voltage doubler, which is connected
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in series with the output capacity of the interleaved boost.
Fig. 12 shows a multicell converter. It too is based on an interleaved boost with coupled
inductors to reduce input current ripple, but with the addition of a charge pump (diodecapacity) over the two transistors.

Fig. 8 Dual Boost-Interleaved converter with HF Transformers

Fig. 9. PWM signal for the dual boost-interleaved converter with HF Transformers

Fig. 10: L-type Half-Bridge Interleaved Isolated Boost converter.
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As it has been proved by the simulation comparison, in order to increase the converter efficiency Multi-stage or Multi-cell configurations have to be adopted. The Multi-stage converter
of Fig. 10 is still an interleaved two-phase boost with the peculiar characteristic of using a
single inductor and a transformer with two primaries and a secondary winding. The two
transformer primaries are fed by 180°-shifted voltages in order to reduce the current ripple
and make equal the phase currents. The secondary winding charges a voltage doubler, which
is connected to the positive terminal of the output capacitor of the interleaved boost.

Fig. 11: Multi-stage converter.

The Multi-cell converter of Fig. 11 is also based on an interleaved boost with coupled inductors to reduce the ripple of the input current. However, in this case a charge-pump system
including diodes and capacitors is added to the two transistors. This converter is highly
penalized by the number of diodes although each one of them experiences a voltage stress
eight times less than the other topologies and a voltage stress on the transistors that is half of
the dual boost and L-type boost.
As it shows the higher efficiency and best performance at low and high loads, the Multi-cell
converter seems the best candidate to cover a worldwide market request of MICs including
bus multi-voltage feature for European (230 V) or North America (110 V) requirements. In
Fig. 13 the efficiency curve calculated at different loads on an experimental prototype confirms the simulation predictions-
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3.3 Evaluation of the ACModule
A detailed study of each afore-mentioned converter was performed in order to understand
the advantages and the disadvantage of each of them. Each converter has been analyzed using
well known software, like PSpice and PSIM. In Table 1 are reported the results of performance comparison of the five DC/DC converters, afore mentioned, chosen among the most
adopted solutions concerning MIC. Several aspects have been taken in to account for this
comparison. Efficiency of each configuration has been calculated through application of the
“Californian Ponderation” expression (shown in Eq. 3):

Fig. 12: 3-Stades Multi-cell converter.

CEC

= 0,04

10%

+ 0,05

20%

+ 0,12

30%

+ 0,21

50%

+ 0,53

75%

+ 0,05

100%

Eq- 2

that more precisely takes into account the operating conditions of PV systems in hot temperature regions. Common simulation tools have been used such as PSIM and SPICE and it has
been assumed that the same type of transistor is used in all converters.
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Fig. 13: Efficiency versus output power

Table 1
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The best topology has been selected after carefully investigation, taking into account several aspects. A standard Photovoltaic module is in the range of power 200W. In some country
the standard asks galvanic isolation for grid-connected system. Efficiency, space, number of
component, cost and life-time play a very important role in power electronics system.
All converters have been investigated in simulation, using the same transistor model for
each of them. Fig. 13 shows the simulation result concerning efficiency versus output power.
The classic interleaved shows quiet good performance in efficiency: the peak efficiency is
around 95% for the nominal power, while for low level of load it is above 90%. The del Dual
Boost efficiency is reported in the above figure #. It is easy to understand that the peak of
efficiency is around 90 % for 200W load, while for low load condition the efficiency is quiet
low, close to 80% of efficiency. The key points of the Dual Boost are: low voltage stress on
the power devices and very high static gain. The L-type shows a better efficiency profile
compared to the Dual boost for nominal power condition, while for low load condition the
profile is very close to the dual boost. The Multi-Stage shows peak efficiency close to 95%.
This converter presents very high static gain and low voltage stress on the power devices. The
Multi-cell converter presents peak efficiency around the nominal power equal to 97%. The
minimum efficiency is above 90%. The key points of this converter are: low voltage stress on
the power devices, very high static gain and very high efficiency.

3.4 Prototype realization
After deep consideration based on the simulation results a prototype of the best topology
has been built. The Multi-Cell Converter whit three-and two stadiums has been chosen, which
has shown very high performance for all the conditions, low load and full load, compared to
other converters. The prototypes of converters have been design taking into account the same
standard of the simulations. It has been tested at two different output voltage equal to 200 and
400 V. This choice is determined by the feasibility of a MIC for different markets, in fact, the
bus voltage of 200 V is used to obtain the value of AC voltage of 110 V, normally used in the
distribution plan, the bus voltage 400 to get that V AC to 230 V European markets. The load
tests were performed at 10% 20% 30% 50% 75% and 100% of the maximum power of 250W.
The test campaign has confirmed through SPICE simulations as shown in Figure 11.
Figures 12 and 13 and Table 2 shows the experimental results obtained. With regard to the
European performance aCEC the maximum value is 96.07% while the peak value is equal to
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97.1% with three-stage multiplier, input voltage of 36 V and output voltage of 400V.

Table 2

M =

Voltage Conversion

VOut
k +1
=
VIn 1 D

VC _ MS =

Capacitor multiplier stage voltage

Rect. Diodes multiplier stage

VD _ MS =

Voltage
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k +1

2 VOut
k +1
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VOut
k +1
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Fig. 14: PSpice Schematic ot the Multi-Cell Power Bord
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22uF C11
250V CAPACITOR NON-POL

3.3uF
250V

L6

PCV-2-274-10L

CON_PV

C13

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15 Output power=50W; Output Voltage=350V; Switching Frequency= 50 kHz; Input Voltage=36V; (a) Ch1 (Yellow):
S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drain-source current; Ch4 (Green): S2 drainsource current-(b) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drain-source
Voltage; Ch4 (Green): S2 drain-source voltage-(c) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage;
Ch4 (Green): Output voltage.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16 OutputPower= 125W; Output Voltage=350V; Switching Frequency= 50 kHz; Input Voltage=36V; (a) Ch1
(Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drain-source current; Ch4 (Green): S2
drain-source current-(b) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drainsource Voltage; Ch4 (Green): S2 drain-source voltage-(c) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source
voltage; Ch4 (Green): Output voltage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17 Output power=250W; Output Voltage=350V; Switching Frequency= 50 kHz; Input Voltage=36V; (a) Ch1 (Yellow):
S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drain-source current; Ch4 (Green): S2 drainsource current-(b) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drain-source
Voltage; Ch4 (Green): S2 drain-source voltage-(c) Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage;
Ch4 (Green): Output voltage.

Fig.

14

shows the power board realized. While Fig. 15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show some

waveforms of the prototype , respectively , for low load condition (50 W output power),
medium load condition (125 W output power), and high load condition (250 W output
power).
Table 3
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Number of Cell / Vin / Vout

Peack Efficiency

CEC Efficiency

2 cells 24 Vin 400 Vout

94%

93%

2 cells 36 Vin 400 Vout

95%

93,8%

2 cells 24 Vin 200 Vout

95,9%

93%

2 cells 36 Vin 200 Vout

95,1%

94%

3cells 24 Vin 400 Vout

94,4%

93,6%

3 cells 36 Vin 400 Vout

97,1%

96,07%

3 cells 24 Vin 200 Vout

95,4%

92,2%

3 cells 36 Vin 200 Vout

96,63%

96,06%

Fig. 18 Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S1 Drain-Suorce Voltage; Ch2 (Red): S2 Drain-Suorce Voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1
drain-source current; Ch4 (Green): S2 source current.

Fig. 19: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drainsource current; Ch4 (Green): S2 source current.

Fig. 20: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drainsource current; Ch4 (Green): S2 source current.
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Fig. 21: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1
drain-source current; Ch4 (Green): S2 source current.
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Fig. 22: Effciency versus Power for 3 stage and 24 V input voltage and 200 V output voltage
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Fig. 23: Effciency versus Power for 3 stage and 36 V input voltage and 400 V output voltage
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300

In Table 3 the peak efficiency and the CEC efficiency has shown. It is evident that the
best efficiency is get for 36 V as a input voltage and 400 V as output voltage. Fig. 18, Fig. 19,
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show some waveforms of the main parameters of the prototype.
22

Fig.

and Fig. 23 shows the Efficiency versus output power , respectively, for the Prototype with

3 cells at 24V input voltage and 200 V output voltage and the same prototype at 36 V as input
voltage and 400V as output voltage

3.5 Summary
In the field of grid-connected photovoltaic applications of power less than a few kW, is
establishing a new solution for converting energy from direct current to alternating. This
technique is to use single DC / AC power equal to that of the photovoltaic panel and installed
directly on the back of it. In this article were discussed advantages and disadvantages of doing
so. In particular, several circuit solutions have been reviewed by the panel for these converters. The topologies considered were analyzed in the simulation, draw up a list of potential
performance and structural complexity.
From the simulation results the best topology has been selected and built. The experimental tests on the prototype have confirmed the validity of the solution.
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Chapter 4
String Converter for Photovoltaic modules
This chapter proposes a new high gain converter tailored for low-power photovoltaic (PV)
systems. First, a comparison between the most suitable high gain converter and a new topology is
presented.
This new structure is based on an improved interleaved boost converter. Here, an additional
winding is added to the autotransformer to provide not only the required high gain but also to
significantly reduce the voltage stress across the active switches. A prototype for the verification
of the circuit was built for a 30–45-V input-voltage range, 400-V output voltage, and 250-W
output power. The operation is evaluated, and the experimental waveforms and efficiency curves
are presented

4.1 High voltage gain DC/DC converter topology
Considering that efficiency maximization and high voltage gain are the two most important issues in ACM applications, many solutions have been proposed in the past addressing
both problems. As for the high voltage gain, it can be obtained through topologies using High
Frequency (HF) transformers or charge-pump circuits. If galvanic isolation is not requested,
the second solution is more attractive as it avoids the transformer losses.

Fig. 24: Scheme of interleaved boost converter with HF transformer
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In the literature, many topologies have been presented [10][11][12][13][14]. Following, a
new solution, suitable for such system, is presented and compared with the existing ones
according to the number of power devices, rated power and weighted conversion efficiency. A
detailed description of the inverter is presented in the following sections. First, the power
electronic topology is introduced.
4.1.1

Interleaved Boost with HF Transformers

In Fig. 24 is shown the scheme of a two-channels interleaved boost converter with HF
transformer. The transistors S1 and S2 are switched at the same frequency with the same duty
cycle but their gate signals are shifted by 180°. Usually, a snubber must be added in order to
reduce the overvoltage at the switch turn-off, but it negatively affects the efficiency. To solve
such a problem, some solutions have been presented in the literature, as the active clamp
circuit presented in literature, such as the active clamp circuit.
4.1.2

Multi-Stage Converter

In Fig. 25 is shown the scheme of the Multi-Stage converter. The basic structure is similar to the classical interleaved boost, but an autotransformer is used between the two phases.
The high gain is obtained using an auxiliary winding coupled with the autotransformer to
equalize the voltage across the output filter capacitors [15][16][17].

Fig. 25: Scheme of Multi-Stage converter.
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4.1.3

Multi-Cell Converter

A topology based on the interleaved boost converter using a Multi-Cell structure is
shown in Fig. 26. The number of interleaved stages can be increased, providing the advantage
of reducing conduction losses in the power devices (e.g. switches and diodes). As a remark, a
snubber circuit may be required in order to decrease the turn-on losses of switches S1 and S2
caused by the amount of the reverse recovery currents of the output and the multi-cell diodes
[18][19][20].

4.1.4

Interleaved Charge-Pump Converter

The scheme of the proposed converter is shown in Fig: 27. It is based on a two channel
interleaved boost topology where the input inductance is connected in series with the coupled
inductors of the two channels. The main switches are connected to the common point of each
coupled inductors and the ground.

Fig. 26: Scheme of Multi-Cell converter

The proposed converter consists of two active switches (S1 andS2), two inductors (L11 and
L21) that have the same level of inductance, one boost inductance L and other two inductors
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(L22 and L12) magnetic coupled with L11 and L21 and a charge pump structure. The inductor
L11 of the first channel is coupled with L12, which is in series with C1 and connected to the
other phase by the diode D2. Such a circuit is a charge pump stage. S1 and S2 are controlled
simultaneously by using one interleaved PWM control signal.

Fig: 27 Scheme of the proposed converter

4.1.5

Analysis of the ACModule

A comparison of the characteristics of the considered converters is reported in Table 4.
The efficiency is evaluated following the California Energy Commission (CEC) index, shown
in equation (e). This index is more accurate than the European (EU) one for PV systems
installed in hot temperature regions.
CEC

= 0,04

10%

+ 0,05

20%

+ 0,12

30%

+ 0,21

50%

+ 0,53

75%

+ 0,05

100%

Eq. 3

CEC efficiency has been calculated by simulations performed with PSIM and SPICE.
The same power devices have been used for each topology under analysis. It can be noted
that, for the proposed solution, the voltage-stress applied on the power devices is lower
compared to that shown by the other topologies.
Consequently, very low breakdown voltage power devices can be used, allowing large
power losses reduction both in switching and conduction states.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 28: Operation analysis of the proposed converter.
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Table 4
Main characteristics of DC/DC converters
Interleaved Charge-

Interleaved

Multi-Stage

Multi-Cell

Switches Voltage

Vout/2N

Vout/4

Vout/4

Vout/(N+M)

Switches Current

In/2

In/2

In/2

In/2

# of Power Devices

4

6

10

8

Magnetic Component

2 inductor

1 trafo and 2 inductor

Efficiency (CEC)

94%

95%

2 coupled
inductor

Pump

2 coupled inductor

96%

96,3%

4.2 Operation analysis of the proposed converter
In order to explain the converter operation, a steady state analysis has been performed
through simulation. According to the simulated voltages and currents shown in Fig. 29, a
switching period can be divided in four time intervals corresponding to the different configurations shown in Fig. 28. The operating principles and steady state analysis are presented in
detail as follows:
a)

First Interval [ t0 ~t1 ] (Fig. 28 (a)): Before t0, only the switch S2 is in ON state. At t0 the
switch S1 is turned-on. The energy is stored in the inductor L+(L11//L21). There is no current flowing through L11 and L21. The load is supplied by the output capacitor, according
to Fig. 28 (a). Such a period stops when S2 is turned-off.

b) Second Interval [ t1 ~t2 ] (Fig. 28 (b)): At t1 the switch S2 is turned-off, while S1 remains
on. The magnetizing inductance L+L11 is charged by the source. The capacitor C is supplied through the inductor L21. The diode D12 is forward biased. The capacitor C1 is
supplied through L22 (coupled with L21). During this interval C2 feeds the load trough the
diode Dout2.
c)

Third Interval [ t2 ~t3 ] (Fig. 28 (c)): during this interval the converter behaviour is similar
to that of the first one, where S1 remains on and S2 is turned on. The energy is stored in
the inductance L+(L11//L21). The load is supplied only by the output capacitor.

d) Fourth Interval [ t3 ~t4 ] (Fig. 28 (d)): starting at t3, the switch S1 is turned-off, while S2
remains on. The magnetizing inductance L+L22 is charged by the source. The capacitor C
is supplied through the inductor L11. The diode D11 is forward biased. The capacitor C2 is
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supplied through L12 (coupled with L11). C1 transfers energy to the load trough the output
diode Dout1.

Fig. 29: Wave forms of the proposed converter.
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4.2.1

Theoretical analysis

The static gain of the proposed converter operating in continuous conduction mode is
shown in equation (2). This equation is also valid for operation with d>0.5:
G=

VOUT (1 + N
=
(1
VIN

+ M)

)

Eq. 4

where M is the number of multi-cell stages; d is the duty cycle and N is the turn ratio of
the coupled inductor. According to the equation (4), the gain obtained by the proposed
converter can be expressed as a function of the duty cycle and turn ratio, respectively, with
one with one Fig. 30 (a), two Fig. 30 (b), or three Fig. 30 (c), multi-cell stages.
The maximum voltages applied to the power switches (S1 and S2) and the output diodes
(DOUTl and DOUT2) are equal to the multiplier capacitor voltage. The maximum voltage of such
components is equal to:
VDSMax =

VIN
(1 D )

Eq.5

The maximum voltage applied to the multiplier diodes is twice the multiplier capacitor
voltage, even if configurations with more than one multiplier stage (M>1) are considered.
VD =

VIN
2
(1 D )

Eq.6

As for the rated power PO and the converter efficiency, the input current is calculated in
equation (7), while the rms current value of the switches is given by equation (8), where P is
the number of the stages connected in parallel [20]:
I IN =

Po

(VIN

I S rms =

I IN
P

)
5 D
4

Eq.7

Eq. 8

The RMS switch current is calculated by the equation 8, considering the operation with
D>0.5 and two parallel stages.
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The average current in each diode is reduced by the number of parallel (P) and series
stages, as it can be seen in equation 9:
ID =

I IN (1 D )
P ( M + 1)

Eq. 9

the diode average current is reduced with the increment of the parallel stages (P) and with
the number of multiplier stages (M). Therefore, the increment of the number of diodes 'does
not increase the diode conduction losses because the average current of each diode is proportionally reduced [21][22][23][24][25].

4.3 Experimental Result
In order to experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed converter a prototype has been built considering the following specifications:
Table 5

Parameters Design
Vin

20~36V

Pout

200W

Vout

400V

fs

100kHz

Inductances have been calculated through equation 10 by fixing the current ripple on the
boost inductors equal to fI=10%•IinMAX and, according to the voltages required by the
application, the turn ratio n has been chosen equal to one.

L11 =

VIN
NS IL fs

100µH

Eq. 10

The values of the capacitors C1 and C2 can be calculated from equation 11, considering a
voltage ripple equal to 10V and the minimum duty cycle equal to 0,5 [21].
C1 = C 2 =

NS

I IN (1 D )
(M + 1) VC f s

2µF

In Table 6 are reported the main characteristics of the adopted power devices.
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Eq. 11

Fig. 30.:Voltage gain of the proposed converter as a function of duty cycle and turn ratio obtained with 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c)
Multi-cell stages.
Table 6

Characteristics of power devices
D1 D2

Ultra Fast Diode 3A 200V

D11 ,D12

SiC Diode 4A 600V

Dout1, Dout2

Power Schottky Diode 3A 150V

S1 S2

PowerMOSFET 40A 200V

The experimental results obtained using the developed prototype are reported in Fig. 31 Fig. 38, showing the correct behaviour of the prototype Fig. 31 shows the boost inductor
current and the drain-source current for each power devices (S1 and S2). Fig. 32 shows drainsource current for each power devices (S1 and S2), gate-source voltage of S1, and the drain-
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Fig. 31: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 source current; Ch2 (Red): L boost current; Ch4 (Green): S1 source current.

Fig. 32: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 source current; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1 drainsource voltage; Ch4 (Green): S1 source current.

source voltage of S1. Fig. 34 and Fig. 34 show gate-source voltage of S2, gate-source
voltage of S1, drain-source voltage of S1 and drain-source current of S1 and its zoom. Fig. 35
shows the behaviour of the diode-boost (D11 and D21) current and the drain-source voltage on
the power devices (S1 and S2).
It was observed by simulation and in the practical implementation that the current and
voltage sharing in the switches and diodes are dependent only of the symmetry of the switch
duty-cycle. Asymmetries of intrinsic parameters of the circuit as inductance, does not change
the current or voltage sharing.
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Fig. 33: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1
drain-source voltage; Ch4 (Green): S1 source current.

Fig. 34: Experimental results. Ch1 (Yellow): S2 gate-source voltage; Ch2 (Red): S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue): S1
drain-source voltage; Ch4 (Green): S1 source current.

In order to test the impact of SiC diodes on the converter efficiency, the diodes D11 and D21 of
the prototype has been replaced with SiC type. The time sketches are shown in Fig. 36 and
Fig. 37. Comparing the negative current area, proportional to the diode reverse recovery
charge Qrr, it is evident that the higher is the switching frequency the bigger are the switching
losses. In particular, for the proposed converter SiC diodes show a reduction of the total losses
equal to 0,4W compared with standard “ultra-fast”. In Fig. 38, the voltages on capacitors C1
and C2 are shown.
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Fig. 35: Experimental results using Fast-Diode: Ch1 (Yellow) Diode current (D21). Ch2 (Red) S2 drain-source voltage; Ch3
(Blue) S1 drain-source voltage; Ch4 (Green) Diode current (D11).

Fig. 36: Experimental results using Fast-Diode: Ch2 (Red) S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue) S1 drain-source voltage; Ch4
(Green) Diode current (D11).

Fig. 37: Experimental results using SiC-Diode: Ch2 (Red) S1 gate-source voltage; Ch3 (Blue) S1 drain-source voltage; Ch4
(Green) Diode current (D11).
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Fig. 38: Experimental results: Ch3 (Red) C1voltage; Ch4 (Blue) C2 voltage
Table 7 Measured efficiency

Input Voltage

Output Voltage

aMAX%

aCEC%

20

200

95,0

95,5

25

200

95,4

94,8

30

400

97,0

96,2

36

400

96,0

95,0

Efficiency versus Output Power
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Fig. 39: Efficiency at 200V output. Input 24V (red), 20V (blue).
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Efficiency versus Output Power
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Fig. 40: Efficiency at 400V output. Input 30V (blue), 36V (red).

The figures of merit of the converter are shown in Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, while in Table 7
are reported the measured maximum and ECE efficiency. Such measurements have been
performed considering the European and US grid standards, as well as different PV modules.
The experimental results of the prototype confirm that the proposed converter is a very good
alternative to the standard high gain converter. . The obtained efficiency is quite high in a
wide range of input voltage and output power with a maximum up to 96%.
Fig. 40 shows the efficiency curve of the circuit presented in Fig: 27 for two different input voltage: 30V and 36V. The efficiency reached at the nominal load for a input voltage of
30 V and 36V is equal to 97% and 96% respectively.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a review of high voltage gain DC/DC converters has been presented focusing on single module photovoltaic application. Then, a novel topology has been introduced
and the converters performances have been compared trough simulations and design considerations. The proposed solution shows the highest efficiency and lowest voltage stress on the
active devices.
The proposed converter is a suitable choice for renewable energy applications, and it also
can be extended to other power conversion systems where a high DC bus voltage is needed.
The proposed structure allows to operate with large step-up conversions ratio, without a
transformer and also maintain low voltage and current stress in the switches and diodes. The
proposed converter presents high efficiency (97%) due to low voltage and current stress and
low commutation losses. The modularity of the structure allows the increment of the current,
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voltage and power levels, using the same range of components and maintaining high efficiency, only increasing the number of series stages or increasing the ration of the coupling
inductors. The experimental results confirm the basic operation of the converter and theoretical analysis developed
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Part II
Control of Single-Phase DPGS
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Chapter 5
Control of Single Phase Inverter for grid
connection
In this chapter the issue of control strategies for single-stage photovoltaic (PV) inverter is
addressed. A short overview of control system is presented with focus on the main elements of
the grid-connected system: maximum power point tracker (MPPT), synchronization method,
power control, anti-islanding detection.

5.1 Introduction
A controller is a subsystem or a process assembled for the purpose of controlling the output of a system such as a switching mode converter. The control strategy applied to the gridconnected converter, basically, is composed by four blocks:
o MPPT
o Grid angle estimation
o Anti-Islanding
o Power Management

5.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking
The power delivered by the PV module depends on the irradiance, temperature, and
shadowing conditions. It is well known that PV generators have non linear P-V and I-V
characteristics that depend on the condition of the PV array. So, as it is aforementioned in
chapter 2, the output characteristics of a photovoltaic array with solar irradiation and cell's
temperature show that different levels of power and current can be achieved from a particular
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unit. The power has a Maximum Power Point (MPP) at a certain working point, with coordinates VMPP voltage and IMPP current. Since the MPP depends on solar irradiation and cell
temperature, it is never constant over time; thereby Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
should be used to track its changes. At every instant, each PV field shows its own maximum
power that can be delivered to the load or the grid. Such an operating condition is indicated as
the Maximum Power Point (MPP) of the PV generator. Because the MPP changes time by
time during the day and through the year, a suitable power harvesting action must be performed continuously by the power electronic converter that interfaces the PV generator to the
load, setting its operating point in a manner that allows the modules to produce all the power
they are capable of. Then, a control tracking algorithm must be developed able to follow the
MPP of the PV field, that is the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm
[27][28][29].
5.2.1

Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithms overview

In recent years, to extract maximum power a large number of techniques have been proposed and reported in literature. Fractional open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
strategies provide a simple and effective way to acquire the maximum power. They are based
on the approximately linear relation existing under varying irradiance and temperature levels,
respectively between the voltage of the PV generator at the MPP and its open-circuit voltage,
and between the current of the PV generator at the MPP and its short-circuit current. The
proportional constant depends on several parameters such as the fabrication technology, solar
cells technology, fill factor, and atmospheric conditions. Although simple, these methods
require periodical disconnection or short-circuit of the PV modules to measure the opencircuit voltage or the short-circuit current for reference, resulting in more loss of power. In
addition, the number of components and cost are increased as in the power converter an
additional switch is usually adopted to short the PV array periodically and measure the shortcircuit current through a current sensor. Perturb and observe (P&O) and hill climbing methods
Table 8
MPPT
Hill Climbing and
P&O
Incremental
Conductance
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MPP

Analog or

Implementation

Sensed

Convergence

reaching

Digital

Complexity

Parameters

Speed

yes

both

low

yes

Digital

medium

Voltage and
Current
Voltage and
Current

Cost

Varies

Medium

Varies

Higher

Constant Voltage

yes

both

low

RCC

yes

Analog

low

Current sweep

yes

Digital

high

yes

Digital

medium

no

both

low/medium

dP/dV Feedback
control
Fractional Voc / Isc

Voltage
Voltage and
Current
Voltage and
Current
Voltage and
Current
Voltage /
Current

Varies

Low

Fast

Medium

Slow

Medium

Fast

Medium

Medium

Medium

are widely applied in MPPT controllers due to their simplicity and easy implementation.
P&O method involves a perturbation in the operating voltage of the PV array, while hill
climbing strategy introduces a perturbation in the duty ratio of the power converter and is
more attractive due to the simplified control structure. Incremental Conductance (InC)
method, which is based on the fact that the slope of the curve of the PV array power vs.
voltage is zero at the MPP, has been proposed to improve the tracking accuracy and dynamic
performance under rapidly varying conditions. However, steady state oscillations still exist
and the algorithm is a little more complicated compared to P&O/hill climbing strategies. P&O
and hill climbing MPPT methods are the most commonly employed in practice. Their performance have been evaluated and compared through theoretical analysis and digital
simulation showing that the P&O method exhibits fast dynamic performance and well regulated PV output voltage, which is more suitable than hill climbing method for grid-connected
PV systems. The (Constant Voltage) CV method is based on the fact that generally the ratio
VMPP/VO0C is equal to 0,76. A comparison of the several MPPT methods most commonly
adopted is shown in Table 8.
In Fig. 41, is graphically shown how the methods act in order to reach the MPP set point:
the P&O climbs the power curve until the system remains cycling in operating points across
the MPP, while the InC algorithm acts incrementing or decrementing the operating point of
the system according to the sign of the derivative of the power curve until its slope is zero.
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Fig. 41: Operation of two MPPT algorithms.

Fig. 42: Flow chart of P&O MPPT algorithm

The P&O method is easy to implement but there are always oscillations of the working
point that, on the contrary, are avoided by the InC method. Unfortunately, the InC technique
requires more computation resources.
The InC method uses the PV array's incremental conductance fI/fV to compute the sign
of the fP/fV. The MPP condition is achieved when fP/fV=0 and fI/fV=0 then the system
is not perturbed anymore. If such conditions are not satisfied, the system will be perturbed
using the relationship between fI/fV and I/V. The InC is able to track the fast variations of
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irradiance conditions with higher dynamics than P&O. However, because of noise and errors
due to measurement and quantization, this method also can produce oscillations around the
MPP. Moreover it can fail in rapidly changing atmospheric conditions. Another disadvantage
of this algorithm is the increased complexity when compared to P&O method.

Fig. 43 Flow chart of InC MPPT algorithm.

The CV method algorithm is based on the fact that MPP voltage slightly varies with solar
irradiance and the ratio of VMPP/VOC depends only on the solar cell parameters. In many
implementations, a commonly used value for the VMPP/VOC ratio is 76%. Periodically, the
CV algorithm sets the PV array current to zero to measure the array's open circuit voltage,
then, the system operating point is set in correspondence of 76% of the VOC measured value.
After a fixed period, the cycle is repeated. The main problem related with such an algorithm is
that some energy is wasted when the PV array is disconnected. Moreover, the MPP is not
always located at 76% of the array's open circuit voltage.

5.3 Grid Synchronization Control
Phase angle, frequency and amplitude of the utility voltage vector are the main/most important parameters of such system. This algorithm is responsible for the initialization of the
system. In this section, a DC/AC control system based on “dq” axes theory is presented.
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Phase angle detection method in three-phase system can be easily obtained by synchronous
reference frame PLL. However, in case of Single-Phase system, the phase angle is detected by
synchronous reference frame using a virtual phase Vh.
Usually the initialization of a standard grid-connected converter consists of a start-up procedure that monitors the input DC voltage value and, if this is inside the correct range. Once
the DC bus voltage has reached the reference value, the inverter PWM modulation is enabled
by the microcontroller unit to generate a sinusoidal output voltage in phase with the grid
voltage. During the start-up phase, a fixed reference value for Iq is used to force the output
voltage to increase. When the waveform produced by the inverter is with the same amplitude
and in phase with the grid, the algorithm will connect the inverter to the grid and the closed
loop power management starts.
5.3.1

Grid angle estimation

In the following paragraph is given a brief overview of some techniques that can be exploited to perform synchronization of the PV converter output voltage with the grid voltage
source. This process requires calculation of the grid angle

e

which defines the position of the

phasor representing the grid voltage in the stationary reference frame and is used for reference
frame transformations.
5.3.1.1
Fig. 44

and

Zero Crossing Based Techniques
Fig. 45

show the zero crossing detection method and its flow chart. Usually the

estimated angle i* is obtained by integrating the estimated frequency j*, which is estimated
by controlling the angle difference to zero in the PI controller. In

Fig. 44

jset is the initial

frequency. Usually, this method requires minimum resources in terms of computational
efforts and hardware, since it needs only the detection of the zero crossing point of the voltage
grid source. The main disadvantage of this implementation is the low dynamic response, as
the voltage grid phase is updated every half cycle.

Fig. 44: Zero-Cross-Detection Method
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Fig. 45: Flowchart of zero-cross-detection method

5.3.1.2

Techniques Based on Stationary Reference Frame Transformation

Exploiting the projections of the single phase grid voltage signal in a suitable orthogonal
stationary reference frame, a considerable improvement of the dynamic performances can be
obtained. In particular, the grid voltage VGrid is delayed of 90° degrees in order to obtain the
two projections of VGrid in an orthogonal stationary reference frame indicated with - , as it is
shown in Fig. 46. After filtering the two signals, calculation of the amplitude |VGrid| and phase
e

of VGrid is performed through equations 12 and 13.

2
2
VGrid = Vm, h = v mfilt.
+ v hfilt.

i e = Atan

v mfilt. vhfilt.
,
Vm, h Vm, h

Eq. 12

Eq. 13

The filtering process plays an important role in the computation of equations 12 and 13; in
fact, the delay introduced by the filters must be compensated in order to reach satisfactory
results. Different methods have been proposed in the past in order to minimize such a delay
among V and V . A valid solution is constituted by the use of resonant filters.
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v filt .
V ,

V ,

v filt .
V ,

= v 2filt . + v 2filt .

Fig. 46: PLL Block diagram of technique based on Stationary Reference Frame Transformation

5.3.1.3

Techniques Based on Synchronous Reference Frame Transformation

In this approach the two components of VGrid are transformed in a reference frame synchronous with the grid voltage as displayed in Fig. 47. The main advantage of this operation
is related to the filtering process, which requires less computational efforts in order to obtain
clear signals, since the two transformed quantities Vq and Vd should be constants. Among the
several filtering techniques proposed in literature, the Delay Signal Cancellation (DSC)
method can be adopted.

Fig. 47: Block diagram of technique based on Synchronous Reference Frame Transformation.

5.3.1.4

Techniques Based on dq-PLL

The main features of this technique are the decoupled control of active and reactive power
and the possibility of using standard PI controllers in the control loop with further advantages
in terms of easy implementation and zero error at steady state.
According to Fig. 48, the dq-PLL requires the transformation of the controlled variables,
i.e. inverter output current and voltage, from a stationary reference frame (mh) into a rotating
reference frame “dq”. If the rotating frequency of the “dq” reference frame is equal to the
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frequency of the grid voltage, the transformed quantities are constants and can be controlled
with standard PI regulators. It is then clear that correct estimation of the grid frequency is a
basic requirement for this type of control. By integrating the grid frequency, the information
about the grid angle can be extracted and then used in the equations performing the reference
frame change.
While for three-phase inverters phase angle and voltage detection methods can be easily
obtained by synchronous reference frame PLLs, for single phase inverters this technique is
not so obvious. In fact, to perform the reference frame transformation at least two voltage
phases are needed. For this reason a virtual voltage phase, generally called Vh, is generated
starting from the available information about the grid voltage. More specifically, the virtual
voltage, which is 90 degrees phase shifted with respect to the real one, is generated by sampling the grid voltage and by delaying the acquired samples of a quarter of a period via
firmware.
Besides the grid voltage frequency, in current controlled grid-connected inverters, the grid
voltage rms value must be constantly monitored in order to ensure the correct operation of the
system and avoid hazardous events.
With this control scheme, the voltage component of the d axis is controlled to zero which
means that the active power can be adjusted by acting on the q component of the current.

e

=

( )dt

Fig. 48: dq-PLL structure

5.4 Anti Islanding monitoring
Islanding operation could be a interesting solution, for the near future, but at the moment,
there are some drawbacks working in islanding. Some of them are as follows:
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o Line worker safety can be threatened by DG sources feeding a system after primary
sources have been opened and tagged out.
o The voltage and frequency may not be maintained within a standard permissible
level.
o The islanded system may be inadequately grounded by the DG interconnection.
o Instantaneous re-closing could result in out of phase re-closing of DG. As a result
of which large mechanical torques and currents are created that can damage the
generators or prime movers. Also, transients are created, which are potentially
damaging to utility and other customer equipment. Out of phase reclosing, if occurs
at a voltage peak, will generate a very severe capacitive switching transient and in a
lightly damped system, the crest over-voltage can approach three times rated voltage .
Due to these reasons, it is very important to detect the islanding quickly and accurately.
Another big issue concerning islanding are the standard compliance. Among the technical
requirements for grid connection, such as harmonics and DC current injection limits, the antiislanding protection is also a big remark in it. Islanding can happen as a result of one or more
of the following conditions:
o A fault that is detected by the utility, and which results in opening a disconnecting
device, but which is not detected by the PV inverter or protection devices;
o Accidental opening of the normal utility supply by equipment failure;
o Utility switching of the distribution system and loads;
o Intentional disconnect for servicing either at a point on the utility or at the service
entrance;
o Human error or malicious mischief; or,
o An act of nature
The main philosophy of detecting an islanding situation is to monitor the DG output parameters and/or system parameters and decide whether or not an islanding situation has
occurred from change in these parameters. Islanding detection techniques can be divided into
remote and local techniques and local techniques can further be divided into passive, active
and hybrid techniques as shown in Figure 1
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5.4.1

Islanding detection methods

Islanding detection methods may be divided into five categories: passive inverter- resident
methods, active inverter-resident methods, active methods not resident in the inverter, and the
use of communications between the utility and PV inverter.
• Passive inverter-resident methods rely on the detection of abnormal values of the voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) between the PV inverter and the utility.
• Active inverter-resident methods use a variety of methods to attempt to cause an abnormal condition in the PCC voltage that can be detected to prevent islanding.
• Active methods not resident in the inverter also actively attempt to create an abnormal
PCC voltage when the utility is disconnected, but the action is taken on the utility side
of the PCC. Communications-based methods involve a transmission of data between the
inverter or system and utility systems, and the data is used by the PV system to determine when to cease or continue operation.
• Passive Methods not resident in the inverter, such as utility-grade protection hardware
for Over/under Frequency and Over/under Voltage protection relaying, are the utility
fall-back normally used to assure that loads are not damaged if voltage or frequency are
out of specification. Application of such a method may be required for very large PV installations.
• Hybrid method: Hybrid methods employ both the active and passive detection techniques. The active technique is implemented only when the islanding is suspected by the
passive technique.
Passive methods for detecting an islanding condition are based on monitoring selected parameters such as voltage and frequency and/or their characteristics and force the inverter to
cease converting power when normal specified conditions are abandoned. On the contrary,
active methods for detecting the island contain an active circuit to introduce deliberate
changes or disturbances to the connected circuit and then monitor the response to determine if
the utility grid with its stable frequency, voltage and impedance is still connected.
Among the active methods such as:
o Detection of Impedance at a Specific Frequency
o Slip-mode Frequency Shift
o Frequency Bias
o Sandia Frequency Shift
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o Sandia Voltage Shift
o Frequency Jump
and the passive islanding detection methods such as:
o Under/over Voltage
o Under/over Frequency
o Voltage Phase Jump
o Detection of Voltage Harmonics
o Detection of Current Harmonics
5.4.1.1

Voltage Phase Jump Detection

Phase Jump Detection (PJD) involves monitoring the phase difference between the inverter
terminal voltage and its output current for a sudden "jump". Under normal operation and for
current-source inverters, the inverter output current waveform will be synchronized to the
utility voltage by detecting the rising (or falling) zero crossings of the voltage at node “PCC”
in Fig. 49. This is generally accomplished using an analog or digital PLL.

Fig. 49: Block scheme of PV generator connection with the grid

For current-source inverters, when the utility is disconnected, the voltage at the node A is
no longer rigidly fixed by the utility voltage source. However, the inverter output current is
fixed, since it is still following the waveform template provided by the PLL in the inverter.
This happens because the synchronization between voltage and current occurs only at the zero
crossings of VPCC. Between zero crossings, the inverter is essentially operating in open-loop
mode. Therefore, suddenly it is the PV inverter output current that becomes the fixed phase
reference. Since the frequency has not changed yet, the phase angle of the load must be the
same as before the utility disconnected, and therefore VPCC must "jump" to this new phase. At
the next zero crossing of VPCC, the resulting phase error between the "new" voltage and the
inverter output current can be used to detect islanding. If this phase error is greater than some
threshold value, the controller can de-energize or shut down the inverter (Fig. 50).
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Fig. 50: Waveforms of islanding detection with voltage phase jump detection method

5.4.1.2

Detection of Voltage Harmonics

This method monitors the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the node “PCC” voltage VPCC
and shuts down if this THD exceeds some threshold. Under normal operation, the utility,
being a “stiff” voltage source, forces a low-distortion sinusoidal voltage (THD o 0) across the
load terminals, causing the (linear) load to draw an undistorted sinusoidal current. Summing
at node a, when the utility is connected the harmonic currents produced by the inverter will
flow out into the low- impedance grid. Because these harmonic currents are kept small and
the impedance of the utility is generally low, these harmonic currents interact with the very
small utility impedance to produce only a very small amount of distortion in the node “PCC”
voltage. Typically, when the inverter is connected to the utility grid, the THD of the voltage
VPCC is below the detection point.
When an island occurs, the harmonics of VPCC increase. This happens because the PV inverter will produce some current harmonics in its AC output current, as all switching power
converters do. A typical requirement for a grid-connected PV inverter is that it produce no
more than 5% THD of its full rated current. When the utility disconnects, the harmonic
currents produced by the inverter will flow into the load, which in general has much higher
impedance than the utility. The harmonic currents interacting with the larger load impedance
will produce larger harmonics in VPCC. These voltage harmonics, or the change in the level of
voltage harmonics, can be detected by the inverter, which can then assume that the PV
inverter is islanding and discontinue operation.
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5.4.1.3

Detection of Impedance at Specific Frequency

This method is a special case of the Harmonic Detection method. The difference, and the
reason that this method is considered active rather than passive, is that this method injects a
current harmonic of a specific frequency intentionally into node “PCC” via the PV inverter.
One variant of the Harmonic Detection method relies on those current harmonics that are
unintentionally injected into node “PCC”. When the utility is connected, if the utility impedance is much lower than the load impedance at the harmonic frequency, then the harmonic
current flows into the grid, and no abnormal voltage is seen.
Upon disconnection from the utility, the harmonic current flows into the load. If it is assumed that the local load is linear, then it is possible to inject a harmonic current into node
“PCC”. The load produces a harmonic voltage, which can then be detected. The name of this
method derives from the fact that the amplitude of the harmonic voltage produced will be
proportional to the impedance of the load at the frequency of the harmonic current.
5.4.1.4

Slip Mode Frequency Shift

Slip-Mode Frequency Shift (SMFS) uses positive feedback to destabilize the PV inverter
when the utility is not present, thereby preventing the reaching of a steady state that would
allow a long run-on. The frequency of the grid will not be impacted by this feedback.

Fig. 51: Waveforms of islanding detection with slip mode frequency shift method-

Normally, PV inverters operate at unity power factor, so the phase angle between the inverter output current and the VPCC voltage is controlled to be zero (or as close to it as
possible). In the SMS method, the current-voltage phase angle of the inverter, instead of
always being controlled to be zero, is made to be a function of the frequency of the VPCC as
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shown in Fig. 51. The phase response curve of the inverter is designed such that the phase of
the inverter increases faster than the phase of the (RLC) load with a unity-power factor in the
region near the utility frequency j0. This makes the line frequency an unstable operating point
for the inverter. While the utility is connected, it stabilizes the operating point at the line
frequency by providing a solid phase and frequency reference. However, after the island is
formed, the phase-frequency operating point of the load and PV inverter must be at an intersection of the load line and inverter phase response curve. Consider the load line of the unity
power factor load shown in Fig. 51.The load line and inverter curve intersect at the point
labeled “B”, at a frequency of 60 Hz and a phase of zero, and operate there as long as the
utility is connected. Now assume the utility is disconnected. If there is any small perturbation
of the frequency of the node “PCC” voltage away from 60 Hz, the S- shaped phase response
curve of the inverter causes the phase error to increase, not decrease. This is the positive
feedback mechanism, and it causes a classical instability. This instability of the inverter at j0
causes it to reinforce the perturbation and drive the system to a new operating point, either at
point A or C depending on the direction of the perturbation. If the inverter phase curve has
been properly designed for this RLC load, points A and C will be at frequencies lying outside
the OFP/UFP trip window, and the inverter will shut down on a frequency error. SMS is
implemented through the design of the input filter to the PLL.
5.4.1.5

Frequency Bias

The frequency bias or Active Frequency Drift (AFD) method is easily implemented in a
PV inverter with a microprocessor-based controller. In this method, the waveform of the
current injected into node “PCC” by the PV inverter is slightly distorted such that there is a
continuous trend to change the frequency. When connected to the utility it is impossible to
change the frequency.
When disconnected from the utility, the frequency of VPCC is forced to drift up or down,
increasing the “natural” frequency drift caused by the system seeking the load’s resonant
frequency. An example of a PV inverter output current IPV-inv waveform that implements
upward AFD is shown in Fig. 52, along with an undistorted sine wave for comparison. This
can also be accomplished smoothly with little or no radio- frequency interference using
smooth waveforms such as a second harmonic sine wave. TVutil is the period of the utility
voltage, TIpv is the period of the sinusoidal portion of the current output of the PV inverter,
and Tz is a dead or zero time. The ratio of the zero time Tz to half of the period of the voltage
waveform, TVutil/2, is referred to as the chopping fraction cf:
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cf =

2 TZ
TVutil

Eq. 14

During the first portion of the first half-cycle, the PV inverter current output is a sinusoid
with a frequency slightly higher than that of the utility voltage. When the PV inverter output
current reaches zero, it remains at zero for time Tz before beginning the second half cycle.

Fig. 52: Waveforms of islanding detection with active frequency drift method

For the first part of the second half-cycle, the PV inverter output current is the negative
half of the sine wave from the first half-cycle. When the PV inverter current again reaches
zero, it remains at zero until the rising zero crossing of the utility voltage. It is important to
note that the zero time in the second half cycle is not fixed and need not equal Tz. When this
current waveform is applied to a resistive load in an island situation, its voltage response will
follow the distorted current waveform and go to zero in a shorter time (TVutil - Tz) than it
would have under purely sinusoidal excitation. This causes the rising zero crossing of va to
occur sooner than expected, giving rise to a phase error between VPCC and IPV-inv. The PV
inverter then increases the frequency of IPV-inv to attempt to eliminate the phase error. The
voltage response of the resistive load again has its zero crossing advanced in time with respect
to where it was expected to be, and the PV inverter still detects a phase error and increases its
frequency again. This process continues until the frequency has drifted far enough from j0 to
be detected by the over/under frequency protection (OFP/UFP).
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5.4.1.6

Under/Over Voltage and Frequency

Under/Over Voltage and Frequency method is based on the detection of inverter magnitude
and frequency of the output voltage. According to the configuration shown in Fig. 49, in
normal condition the active and reactive power supplied by the grid are, respectively, reported
in equations 15 and 16, where PI and QI are the output power of the inverter while PLoad and
QLoad are the load power. Taking into account a load schematization as a parallel between
resistance, inductance and capacitance, it is possible to express the load power as in equations
17 and 18. In order to sense the islanding condition, such a method considers the variations of
the voltage and frequency in the point PCC, as reported in equation 19 and 20.
PGrid = PI

PLoad

QGrid = QI

Eq. 15

QLoad

Eq. 16

2

PLoad

V
= I
R

QLoad = VI

2

Eq. 17
1

C

Eq. 18

PPCC = PPCC (t1 ) PPCC (t 0 )

Eq- 19

QPCC = QPCC (t1 ) QPCC (t 0 )

Eq. 20

L

where PPCC and QPCC are the active and reactive power values in the point PCC. If
fPp0, the voltage amplitude of the point PCC changes. If qP is positive, according to equations 19 and 20, the voltage in the point PCC is bigger than the normal grid voltage. On the
contrary if qP is negative. If fQp0, the load voltage shows a sudden shift of the phase, then
the inverter control will respond changing the frequency of the inverter output current, and
thus the frequency of voltage in A is changed. If qQ is positive, according to equation 19 and
20, the inverter frequency grows up until the energy in the capacitor is equal of the energy in
the inductor. If qQ is negative, the frequency decreases. The frequency changes until the load
resonant frequency is reached then fQ is equal to zero again. The frequency drift is monitored
by the block OFP/UFP. When the voltage or frequency values exceed the imposed limits, the
islanding condition is recognized.
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Fig. 53: Power flows in normal (a) and islanding (b) conditions

This is a simple method for detection of islanding that does not cause any distortion but it
includes a "No Detection Zone" (NDZ), as it is shown in figure 3.19, related with the standard
range of variation of the grid voltage and frequency and to the accuracy of the measurement.
Another weakness of the Under/Over Voltage and Frequency islanding detection method is
related with the PLL response. As a matter of fact, a fast tracking PLL changes the frequency
suddenly but, low dynamic PLL circuits may limit the rate of frequency variation. Therefore,
a step phase shift in the inverter voltage equal to the load power factor will take place and the
frequency limits are not overtaken.

Fig. 54: Islanding not detection zone
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5.4.1.7

Sandia Frequency Shift

Sandia Frequency Shift (SFS) is a method that, using a positive feedback on the reference
signal of the inverter frequency, allows detecting the islanding condition by monitoring the
frequency of the inverter output voltage.
According to such a technique, the frequency of the voltage at node “PCC” of Fig. 53 is
forced to change from the inverter output voltage. If the grid is active, the frequency is stable
as the grid is prevalent on the inverter. On the contrary, when the grid is off the inverter
establishes the frequency of voltage and current of the load. Consequently, because of the
positive feedback, the frequency value rapidly increases toward the limit.
The positive feedback of the frequency of the inverter reference is implemented by the
following equation:

if =

r
(c f 0 + K (f
2

f 0 ))

Eq. 21

where if is the reference angle, f and f0 are, respectively, the inverter and grid frequencies,
K is the gain of the positive feedback and c*f0 is the chopping fraction corresponding to no
frequency error condition.
When connected to the utility grid, no frequency variations in node ‘PCC’ are detected. On
the contrary, if the utility is disconnected, as f0 is increased the frequency error raises as well
as the chopping fraction, then, the inverter frequency is also increased. This process continues
until the frequency reaches the upper or lower limit. This method is easy to implement and
has one of the smallest NDZ of all the active islanding prevention methods.
The main weakness of the Sandia method is that, because of the positive feedback, the output voltage and current of the inverter are slightly distorted. These effects can be managed by
reducing the gain K, which increases the size of the NDZ.
5.4.1.8

Anti-Islanding

In the literature, many islanding detection techniques have been proposed, which can be
classified into two big family: remote and local techniques. Local techniques are further
divided into passive, active and hybrid techniques. Each technique has its own advantage and
limitation, which are summarized into Table 9. Until today there is no single islanding detection technique which works satisfactorily for all systems under all situations. The choice of
the islanding detection technique, mainly, depends on the type of the DG and system characteristics. Lastly, hybrid techniques appeared into islanding-detection methods. This kind of
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algorithm seems to be a very good alternative,when change in system parameter is large and
initiating the active technique when the change in system parameter is not so large for the
passive technique to have an absolute discrimination.
Table 9
Islanding Detection

Advantage

Techniques s
Remote Techniques

Disadvantages

Highly reliable

Expensive to implement

Examples
Transfer trip scheme
sPower line signaling scheme

Local Techniques
Rate of change of output power
Short detection time

Difficult to detect islanding when the

sDo not perturb the system
Passive Techniques

sAccurate when there is a large
mismatch in generation and
demand

in

the

islanded

system

load and generation in the islanded
system closely match
sIf the setting is too aggressive then it
could result in nuisance tripping

scheme
Rate of change of frequency scheme
Rate of change of frequency over
power scheme
Change of impedance scheme
Voltage unbalance scheme
Harmonic distortion scheme

Introduce perturbation in the system
sDetection time is slow as a result of

Active Techniques

Can detect islanding even in a

extra time needed to see the system

Reactive power export error detection

perfect

response for perturbation

scheme

generation and demand in the

sPerturbation often degrades the power

Impedance measurement scheme

islanded system (Small NDZ)

quantity and if significant enough, it

Phase shift schemes

match

between

may degrade the system stability even
when connected to the grid
Have small NDZ.
Hybrid Techniques

sPerturbation
only

when

is

introduced

islanding

suspected.

is

Islanding detection time is prolonged
as both passive and active technique is
implemented

Technique based on positive feedback
and voltage imbalance
sTechnique based on voltage and
reactive power shift

5.5 Power Management
The power management is the core of grid connection. Basically it is composed by the
cascade of two control loop: one faster and the other slower. The internal one is a current loop,
with a fast response, which regulates the grid current and deal with Power Factor and Harmonic Distortion, while the external voltage loop, which controls the dc-link voltage could
deal with other function like MPPT and Power Transfer. The current loop is responsible for
power quality issues and current protection; thus, harmonic compensation and dynamics are
the important properties of the current controller
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Fig. 55 shows the complete control block scheme of a grid-connected, where the two
most important blocks, respectively dealing with the grid synchronization and power control,
and with MPPT algorithm implementation are clearly shown. Signal sensing is also
represented
Both in centralized and distributed approach, inverters and their control algorithms are the
core of the conversion system. For these reasons, control of single phase and three phase
inverters, for such applications, has been deeply investigated in the past years. Nevertheless,
due to utility requirements about power quality and need for high overall efficiency, the
controller design is still considerably difficult. The main challenge is due to the fact that the
grid is an unknown load and its interaction with the electronic system further complicates the
control design process. Moreover, the time-varying nature of both the current and voltage to
be controlled makes the design of the controller even more difficult.
International standards on Power Quality, the IEEE Standard 15471 and IEC 61727, require the current injected into the grid by PV converters to have a Total Harmonic Distortion
below 5% for an output power above 50% of the rated one. To meet these targets many
control architectures can be used. Generally the most common approach consists of two
cascaded loops: a fast internal current loop, which regulates the grid current, and an external

Load

voltage loop, which controls the dc bus voltage. The dc-link voltage controller is designed for

Fig. 55: Control scheme of a grid-connected converter

regulating the power flow from the source to the grid and is generally connected to the
MPPT algorithm. This controller has a slower dynamic compared to the inner one.
Other possibilities are the cascade connection of a dc-link voltage loop and an inner power
loop or an external power loop and an inner current loop. Another possible classification of
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controllers and control algorithms can be based on the reference frame they are implemented
in. For example, controllers can be implemented in stationary reference frames, where the
control variables are sinusoidal. In this case, non zero steady-state error of PI controller has to
be taken into account. Proportional resonant (PR) controllers are the solution to the above
mentioned problem, but their implementation is more difficult and requires more computational resources compared to standard PI controllers.
Synchronous reference frame control is another option in which a reference frame transformation allows the use of standard PI controllers since the control variables become dc
values.

r

In Fig. 56, a generic vector X is represented together with its components in both the stationary and rotating reference frames.
The control strategy scheme using such an approach is shown in Fig. 57. The DC/AC converter is a current regulated PWM inverter controlled by the modulating reference signal
generated by the inverse transformation block. The inputs of this block are the outputs of two
PI controllers added to some voltage feed-forward components and the so called cross

Fig. 56: Vector representation of stationary (mh) and synchronous (dq) rotating frame

coupling terms, used to take into account the voltage drop on the coupling reactor. The
inputs of the two PI controllers are the errors generated by the difference between the current
component on the d axis and its reference value and by the current component on the q axis
and its reference value. The reference value on the d and q axis are generated by two additional PI controllers designed to regulate the bus voltage VBUS and the reactive power to zero.
The current components on the two axes can be controlled independently and are generated
by the direct transformation block whose inputs are the grid current and its 90 degrees phase
shift component generated via firmware.
Both the direct and inverse transformation blocks need the information generated by the
PLL on the grid voltage angle.
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Fig. 57: Scheme of the power management control

o Direct Transformation (mh/dq)
It implements the m,h stationary to synchronous rotating d,q frame transformation, reported
in equations. 22 and 23
Vd = V

sin (

e

)+V

cos(

e

)

Eq. 22

Vq = V

cos(

e

)

sin (

e

)

Eq. 23

V

o Inverse Transformation (dq/)
It implements d,q to m,h stationary frame transformation, shown in equations 24 and 25.
V = Vd cos(

e

)

Vq sin (

V = Vd sin (

e

) + Vq

cos(

e

)

Eq. 24

e

)

Eq. 25

5.6 Output Filter Design
Another important issue in grid-connection is the design of the output filter. The current
generated by the inverter requires adequate filtering to limit the current harmonics injected
into the grid and comply with the standards. The output-filter aims to reduce the high order
harmonics at the grid side, but a poor design of it can cause a lower attenuation compared to
that expected or even an increase of the distortion due to oscillation effects.In practice, a
simple first order L filter or a second order LC filter can be used to connect the converter to
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the grid and reduce the harmonic content of the current. However, a more effective way to
perform this task, compared to L or LC filter, is ensured by LCL filters. Compared to L filters,
they provide better attenuation with a smaller inductance value for the same switching frequency and desired harmonic attenuation. Compared to LC filters, their interaction with the
grid is considerably reduced due to better decoupling between filter and grid impedance
offered by the additional reactor. For these reasons, they have been recently applied in current
controlled grid connected converters, especially in the high-power range. Despite the above
mentioned advantages, the design of LCL filters is more difficult and can impact on the
performance of grid-connected current controllers. The other disadvantage is the increase in
cost and component count. Since special care has to be taken in designing LCL filters, this
section provides some design hints and guidelines to better understand the filter interaction
with the grid and impact on the control algorithm stability. The design procedure starts from
the choice of the filter inductance value, Li. Since the function of this inductor is to limit the
current ripple on the inverter output, its value can be chosen with the following equation:
Li =

V bus V grid _ pk D
f sw
2 i

Eq. 26

where, Vbus is the voltage on the Dc-link, D is the modulating index value and fsw is the
inverter switching frequency. Generally, the ripple current value is limited to 10% of the
nominal output current. Then, the value of i can be calculated as follows:

i=

0.1 * 2 Pn
V grid

Eq. 27

Where, Pn is the nominal output power of the inverter Vgrid is the rms value of the grid
voltage.
Knowing the value of i the filter inductance is:

V grid _ pk
Li =

V bus V grid _ pk
2 i

V bus
f sw

Eq.28

The second step of the design procedure is to choose the filter capacitor value. Generally,
the size of this capacitor is limited by the reactive power exchanged between the capacitor
itself and the inductive components. A practical rule is to limit the reactive power exchange
below 5% of the nominal power according to:
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PXc =

V grid

2

= 5% Pn

Xc

Eq. 29

which means:
Xc "

V grid

2

1
Xc

!C

PX c

Eq. 30

where, Xc is the reactance of the filter capacitor, Pc is the reactive power produced by C. The
last step is the design of the coupling reactor. Two basic guidelines have to be taken into
account: first, the resonant frequency of the LCL filter should be comprised between ten times
the grid frequency and one half the switching frequency; second, the voltage drop on the filter
inductor and the grid coupling inductor must be lower than 10% of the nominal grid voltage.
Then, the two following equations can be written:
10 Fgrid

Fsw
2

FR

X L I grid

Eq. 31
Eq. 32

0.1 V grid

Where X L = X i + X g is the sum of the filter reactance and grid coupling reactance and FR
is the resonant frequency of the LCL filter given by:
FR =

1
2#

Li + Lg
Li Lg C

Eq. 33

The limitation on the voltage drop allows finding the maximum value of the grid coupling
inductance as it follows:

(X
Lg

i

+ X g ) I grid

1.14

0.1 V grid ! X g

0.1 V grid X i I grid
I grid

3.6mH

Eq. 34

Eq. 35

grid

where, Igrid is the nominal output current value.
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Fig. 58 LCL filter topology

5.7 PWM Techniques
Important issue in grid-connection is the PWM technique, which deal with harmonic distortion, common mode and efficiency of course. In the following paragraphs an investigation
about the PWM techniques for grid converter inverter is given, starting with the well know
techniques and than shown the mixed frequency technique

Fig. 59: Full Bridge inverter schematic

5.7.1

Bipolar technique

Basically, in this modulation technique the switches are commutated in couple S1-S4 and
S2-S3 (Fig. 59). With this type of PMW switching, the output voltage waveform of the leg A
is determinate by comparison of Vcontrol and Vtri. The output if the inverter leg B is negative of
the leg A:
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V A (t ) = VB (t )

Eq. 36

VO (t ) = V A (t ) VB (t ) = Vin

Eq. 37

The maximum value of the output voltage is equal to
Vo1 = m Vin

0

m 1

Eq. 38

The Harmonic spectrum of the output voltage for this kind of modulation is shown in .
Mixed frequency PWM
A strategy to improve the harmonic contents is the specific PWM technique described in
the present paper . Referring to the schematic in Fig. 59, we can identify two legs: the one on
the left called the high-frequency leg and the one on the right called the low-frequency leg. In
the high-frequency leg, switches S1 and S2 are operated at the frequency chosen by the
designer according to his main requirements and targets (typically in the range between 10
and 60 kHz), while the devices S3 and S4 are switched at the mains frequency (50 or 60 Hz)
according to the sequence shown in Figure 1b. For example, during the positive half wave of
the output voltage, S3 stays on and S4 stays off all the time, while S3 and S4 are modulated
according to a unipolar PWM mode. So either a positive or a zero voltage is applied to the
output of the inverter. Similarly, considering the output negative half wave, S3 is off and S4
stays on, with S1 and S2 modulated [40][41][43][44]Error! Reference source not found..
The spectrum is centered to mf, and its multiples 2 mf, 3 mf. The current spectrum is
identical for 0<ma<1 and for mf>9. Basically the frequencies, which are possible to find the
harmonic voltage, can be determinate as following:
f h = (j m f ± k ) f m

Eq. 39

The k-order harmonic

h = j mf ± k
5.7.2

Eq. 40

B. Unipolare

In PWM with unipolar voltage switching, the switches in the two legs of the full bridge are
not switched simultaneously, as in the bipolar technique. The leg A and the leg B are controlled separately by comparing Vtri with Vcontrol and –Vcontrol, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 62
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VControl " Vtri : S1 = ON S 2 = OFF VA = Vin
VControl

Vtri : S1 = OFF S 2 = ON VA = 0

Eq. 41
Eq. 42

Fig. 60: Bipolar PWM modulation

Fig. 61: Bipolar PWM modulation mf=15 e ma=0.8.

(

VControl ) Vtri : S3 = OFF S 4 = ON VB = 0

Eq. 43

(

VControl ) " Vtri : S 3 = ON S 4 = OFF VB = Vin

Eq. 44

Compare to the bipolar PWM the switching frequency in the load is the double compare
to the real switching frequency. This is an advantage concern to the output filter design. This
is also evident into the frequency spectrum, as shown in Fig. 63.
5.7.3

. Mixed frequency PWM

A strategy to improve the harmonic contents is the specific PWM technique described in
the present paper . Referring to the schematic in Fig. 59, we can identify two legs: the one on
the left called the high-frequency leg and the one on the right called the low-frequency leg. In
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the high-frequency leg, switches S1 and S2 are operated at the frequency chosen by the
designer according to his main requirements and targets (typically in the range between 10
and 60 kHz), while the devices S3 and S4 are switched at the mains frequency (50 or 60 Hz)
according to the sequence shown in Figure 1b. For example, during the positive half wave of
the output voltage, S3 stays on and S4 stays off all the time, while S3 and S4 are modulated
according to a unipolar PWM mode. So either a positive or a zero voltage is applied to the
output of the inverter. Similarly, considering the output negative half wave, S3 is off and S4
stays on, with S1 and S2 modulated [40][41][43][44]Error! Reference source not found..
VControl " 0 : S3 = OFF S 4 = ON

Eq. 45

0 : S3 = ON S 4 = OFF

Eq. 46

VControl

Fig. 62: Unipolar PWM modulation

Fig. 63: Unipolar PWM modulation mf=15 e ma=0.8.
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VControl " 0
VControl " Vtri S1 = ON S 2 = OFF V AB = Vin
VControl

(
(
(

Eq. 47

Vtri S1 = OFF S 2 = ON V AB = 0

VControl ) 0

VControl ) Vtri S 21 = OFF S1 = ON V AB = 0

VControl ) " Vtri S 2 = ON S1 = OFF V AB = Vin

Eq. 48

The low switching frequency allows the converter to get high performance in term of efficiency. A further advantage is due to the fact that the low switching frequency allows the
use of suitable transistor designed for low frequency commutation with a very low voltage
during the on state. This allows a further reduction of the power losses concerning the on
state.

Fig.64: Hybrid PWM modulation
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Fig. 65: State of commutation for Hybrid PWM modulation

5.7.4

. Comparison of the PWM techniques and experimental result

A Mixed Frequency technique has been implemented in order to get a low THD and a
better efficiency. At the first a carefully analysis has been done by common simulation tools
such as PSIM in order to understand the real advantages versus the well known techniques.
The simulations has been performed using the following transistors: fast-IGBT
(STGW35HF60WD), for the standard techniques and for the high frequency device S1 S3 in
the hybrid technique, while for the hybrid S2 S4 low-droop IGBT(HGTG30N60B3) with
ultra-fast diode in parallel D2 D4 (STTH30R06).
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The simulation results have highlighted the possibility to increase the efficiency using the
mixed PWM. In fact, the Hybrid technique shows a higher efficiency compare to the unipolar
and the bipolar. The Hybrid technique has shown a efficiency of 98,4 % while the unipolar of
98,3 % and the bipolar .
The Mixed Frequency modulation technique has been implemented on a prototype from
3kW. The “dq” control axes has been implemented through the use of Dspace/Simulink
platform. Just two types of modulation have been compared: the Unipolar and the new one.
The prototype has confirmed the results of simulations.
The PWM technique has been tested in a 3 kW Full-Bridge Inverter with a 20 kHz
switching frequency. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the Mixed frequency PWM
technique and the Unipolar in term of Harmonic. As you can see, the Magnitude of the 3th
harmonic, detected with the Mixed technique is half of the one detected with the Unipolar
Technique. The current THD of the Unipolar was 5, 6%, instead for the inverter driven by the
Mixed Frequency was 3.5%. For both modulation techniques, the effect of dead time was not
compensated. The peak efficiency determined with the modulation technique with low losses
was 98,5% and 97,3% for the tests with the modulation technique Unipolar.

Fig. 66: Harmonic distortion comparison between mixed frequency PWM technic and Unipolar technic
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 67: Waveforme of the hybrid technique (a)Yellow output current (10A/div) ; Red Gate signal S4 (20V/div); Black Red
Gate signal S2 (20V/div); Green(20V/div Gate signal S3; (b) Yellow output current (10A/div) ; Red Gate signal S4
(20V/div); Black Red Gate signal S2 (20V/div); Green output voltage(20V); (c) Yellow output current (10A/div) ; Red Gate
signal S4 (20V/div); Black Red Gate signal S2 (20V/div); Green output voltage(20V);

In Fig. 68 is shown the measured efficiency of the inverter in case the proposed Low Loss
and standard Unipolar PWM techniques are applied. The comparison clearly demonstrates the
better performance of the proposed approach. In Fig. 66 are shown the current harmonics
amplitude measured using a standard Unipolar or the proposed Low Loss PWM without deadtime compensation. The chart shows that, using the proposed approach, a harmonics reduction
is also obtained, performing a current THDi less than 3,5 % for output power higher than 40%
of the rated one.
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Fig. 68:: Inverter efficiency of the PV converter

5.8 Summary
After an accurate evaluation of some of the most popular single-phase PV converter control strategy, the research has been focused on the study, design of the filter, comparison of
PWM modulation and PLL analysis.
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Chapter 6
Control of Single Phase Inverter for grid
connection
In this chapter the focus is addressed to accuracy on estimation of the phase of the grid
voltage. Many algorithms have been proposed for estimation of the phase of the voltage grid
based on Phased-Locked Loop (PLL) techniques. In order to evaluate the performance in
terms of noise rejection and dynamic response of most used PLL algorithms, a comparison
accomplished through simulations and experimental results is presented in different operating
conditions and voltage disturbance.

6.1 PLL Algorithms
The increasing demand of electric energy and environmental concerns are the driving
force for adopting emerging technology of grid-connected Distributed Generation (DG)
systems based on alternative resources such as photovoltaic, wind and hydrogen. A difficult
task that must be satisfied by such DGs consists in fulfilling the Power Quality standards. As
a matter of fact, international institutes as IEEE and IEC impose some limits on the minimum
power factor of the inverter output current, on current harmonics, and maximum voltage at the
connection point.
In a DG system, the performance regarding power quality issues depends on the control
algorithm and/or passive filters. Consequently, a suitable control strategy should be adopted,
also able to reduce the number and size of passive components. A critical task for a grid
synchronization and active and reactive power control, especially in single-phase systems,
consists in a correct detection of the phase angle of the grid voltage. Concerning such an
issue, the most used procedures are based on Phase Locked Loop (PLL) algorithms.
Depending on the grid conditions, the connections of the distributed generators can occur in
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such a points where the voltage grid waveform is distorted by the presence of voltage
harmonics.
Moreover, to avoid unwanted disconnections of DGs, the PLL algorithms should be
robust to voltage disturbances, such as sags, dips and swells, and to unwanted conditions,
such as frequency variation, phase jumps normally caused by large load disconnections or
faults. Finally, a relevant issue related to digital implementation of the control algorithm is the
presence of an offset in the measured grid voltage. Such an offset is typically introduced by
the measurement and data conversion processes.
In this chapter, exploiting simulations and experimental results, a comparison of largely
adopted PLL algorithms is presented, regarding the performance accomplished for the
estimation of the phase of the grid voltage under abnormal conditions. Comments on various
PLL behaviors are included and a schematic classification of the response of PLL algorithms
to the considered disturbance is presented.

6.2 PLL Algorithms
To estimate the phase of the grid voltage in DG, the most suitable PLL algorithms
presented in literature have been employed. PLL structure basically consists of a Phase
Detector (PD), a Loop Filter (LF) and a Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO). Loop Filter is
in general performed through a standard Proportional Integral (PI) regulator. The VCO stage
generates a signal in order to minimize the output error of the phase detector.
The PLL algorithms used in the controller for synchronizing DGs with the main grid, are
based on transformations of the reference frames of the electrical quantities. In particular, the
PLLs can be referred to stationary or synchronously rotating reference frames [30][31][32].
6.2.1

Power based PLL (P_PLL)

One of the basic algorithm is the Power based PLL, shown in Fig. 69. The input signal
Vgrid is multiplied to a sinusoidal feedback signal and processed by a low pass filter to
eliminate the second order harmonics, normally present in single-phase PLLs.
Finally, the signal is integrated by a VCO in order to obtain the phase angle of the Vgrid.
As the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter is low, the P_PLL bandwidth results
particularly limited.
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Enhanced PLL (E_PLL)

The block diagram of the E_PLL is shown in Fig. 70. The Phase Detection (PD) structure
of the E_PLL is composed of three multiplier blocks, an integration block, a 90° phase shift
block (cos(x)) and a comparator.
The main difference with the aforementioned P_PLL, is the PD structure [10]. In fact,
such a PD implementation allows more flexibility and provides additional information such as
amplitude and phase angle of the input signal. One more feature of this PLL structure is that
the output is locked both in phase and in amplitude. In fact, E_PLL consists of an inner loop
which tracks the error phase between the grid voltage signal and the estimated voltage, and an
additional external loop performing a tracking on the entire input signal.

Fig. 70: Enhanced PLL
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6.2.3

XOR gate based PLL (X_PLL)

The block diagram of X_PLL is shown in Fig. 72. The key-feature of X_PLL is the PD
block, which uses two Flip-Flop logical ports. Two trigger Schmitt circuits square the input
and feedback signals, and then two flip-flops generate the square-wave outputs at twice the
input signal frequency. The difference between the flip-flop outputs is calculated and
represents the phase detector output.
The algorithm requires symmetrical reference signals. Moreover, since this PLL is
essentially a zero crossing detection based algorithm, it has an intrinsic limited bandwidth.
Squaring the input voltage signal assures a quite robust rejection to disturbances [11].

Fig- 71:: XOR gate based PLL schemes (X_PLL).

6.2.4

Orthogonal system generation based PLL (O_PLL)

The main features of the O_PLL are a decoupled control of active and reactive power and
the possibility of using standard PI controllers in the control loop with further advantages in
terms of easy implementation and zero steady state error.
According to Fig. 72, the control architecture requires a transformation from a stationary
(m,h) into a rotating (q,d) reference frame of the controlled variables, the i.e. inverter output
current and/or voltage. As the rotating frequency of the q,d reference frame is equal to the
frequency of the grid voltage, the transformed quantities are constant (synchronous reference
frame) and can be suitably controlled with standard PI regulators. It is clear that a correct
estimation of the grid frequency is the basic requirement for this type of control. By
integrating the grid frequency, information about the grid angle can be extracted and then
used in the equations, performing the reference frame change.
While for three-phase inverters phase angle and voltage detection methods can be easily
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obtained by synchronous reference frame PLLs, for single-phase systems this technique is not
so obvious. In fact, to perform the reference frame transformation at least two voltage phases
are needed. For this reason a virtual voltage phase, generally called Vh, is generated copying
and shifting the available information about the grid voltage .

Fig. 72: Orthogonal system generation based PLL scheme (O_PLL).

6.2.5

Inverse Park transformation based PLL (I_PLL)

In I_PLL algorithm, whose scheme is shown in Fig. 73, the signal of the dummy voltage
Vh is generated in an inner feedback loop using the direct and inverse transformations. The
obtained Vd signal is compared to a zero reference and processed by the LF and VCO blocks.
The main difference among the O_PLL and I_PLL consists in the generation of the dummy V
signal-

Fig. 73: Inverse Park based PLL scheme (I_PLL).
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6.3 Performance Evaluation of PLLs
In general, the grid voltage is affected by some well known disturbances such as
harmonics, voltage sag and swell, frequency variation and phase jump. Moreover, the voltage
measurement and A/D conversion is affected by the presence of voltage offset. All non-ideal
conditions cause relevant errors in the phase estimation. The validity of the estimation
algorithms has been evaluated through simulations and experimental tests considering the
following disturbances:
1.

Presence of harmonics

2.

Voltage sag

3.

Voltage dips

4.

Frequency variation

5.

Phase jump

6.

Voltage offset rejection

In all approaches, there is a trade-off between the speed of the response and the noise
rejection capability.
Consequently, the gains of all analyzed PLLs have been suitably set in order to obtain
similar dynamic response like in [10].
6.3.1

Presence of harmonics

According to synchronous rotating reference frame transformation, the 3rd harmonic
voltage creates a ripple voltage of 150 Hz. Tests are conducted considering an additional 3th
harmonic with an amplitude of 20% of the fundamental value. In
Fig.

74

are shown the estimation errors of the considered PLL algorithms, assuming that

the distortion is applied at 7 s. The results show that P_PLL always shows a high ripple,
E_PLL, O_PLL and I_PLL maintain a low ripple of the error while X_PLL presents a quite
constant error of about -10 degrees.
6.3.2

Voltage sags
Voltage sags or swells may occur in a supply system and generally they last for a few

cycles. The results shown in Fig. 75 have been obtained when a drop of voltage magnitude of
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Fig. 74: Phase error with a 20% 3th harmonic.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL.x-axis: Time
[s], y-axis: errors [degrees].

Fig. 75: Phase error during a voltage sag test.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL.x-axis: Time
[s], y-axis: errors [degrees].

30% in all three phases has been applied. As the PLL is already phase locked with the
system,there is no change in the d-axis voltage, and the q-axis voltage accurately tracks the
system voltage magnitude. No disturbance has been observed in phase tracking also during a
voltage swell.
6.3.3

Voltage dips

As shown in Fig 76 two simulated DIPs for each period have been inserted in grid
voltage at 90° and 270°.
6.3.4

Frequency variation

To test the performance of the proposed PLL during a supply frequency variation, a step
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change from 50 to 45 Hz has been given. The response of the different PLL algorithms to a 5
Hz step applied at 5 s are reported in Fig. 77, where the error amplitude of estimated angle is
shown. As it is possible to note, the best result is obtained with the O_PLL, while the worse
with X_PLL
6.3.5

Phase jump

Sudden phase change in load terminal voltage may occur if a large load is disconnected
from the grid or due to faults in the distribution network. To test the performance of the

Fig 76: Voltage dips test.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL.x-axis: Time [s], y-axis: errors [degrees].

Fig. 77: Frequency variation.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL.x-axis: Time [s], y-axis: errors
[degrees].

considered PLLs in such a condition, a step change of 10 degree in the grid voltage has
been applied. As it is possible to note, the best result is obtained by the O_PLL and I_PLL,
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while the worse by X_PLL(shown in Fig. 78).
6.3.6

Voltage offset

Control algorithms for grid connection are normally implemented on microprocessors or
DSP boards with low-cost Analog-to-Digital (AD) conversion. In order to be elaborated, all
measurements must be acquired adding a offset in order to acquire bipolar signals. A offset
must be added to the grid voltage signal before the AD conversion in order to deliver a
suitable positive signal to the input of the fixed point DSPs. Therefore, an important issue
associated with accurate grid voltage monitoring is the presence of a offset error in the
acquired grid voltage. This voltage offset, typically introduced by the quantization and data
conversion processes and causes errors for the estimated parameters of the grid voltage. Fig.
79 shows the simulation results obtained adding a DC error to the grid voltage signal equal to
10% of its amplitude. It is possible to note an increasing of the noise level to grid voltage
phase estimations for all the algorithms except X_PLL. In this last technique, the additional
offset produces a considerable phase shift error in the estimation.

Fig. 78: Phase jump.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL.x-axis: Time [s], y-axis: errors [degrees].
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Fig. 79: Offset Rejection.(a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL. x-axis: Time [s], y-axis: errors
[degrees]

6.3.7

Experimental results

In order to evaluate the performance of the PLL an experimental setup has been set,
composed by a single-phase 6 kVA programmable AC power supply (ELETTROTEST TPS
6000VA) with a modified output filter to reproduce the distorted voltage and by a EMC tester
(EMC-PARTNER Transient 2000) for simulating transients of different interference sources
like voltage dips, sags and swells. Moreover, a standard IGBT inverter with a Maximum
Power Tracking Point (MPPT) control for photovoltaic DG applications has been used.
In the considered tests, the grid voltage has been considered affected by dips of 100% at
90° and 270° of each period, as shown in Fig. 80, and sags of 200ms (10 periods of the
fundamental) to 70% of nominal grid voltage (Fig: 81 ). In both figures (a) represent P_PLL,
(b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL, (d) O_PLL, and (e) I_PLL, as in Figs 74÷79. As it is possible to see
experimental results confirm how evidenced in simulations.

(a)
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(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(e)

(e)

Fig. 80: Grid voltage dips. (a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL,

Fig: 81 Grid voltage sags. (a) P_PLL, (b) E_PLL, (c) X_PLL,

(d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL, ch1) Grid voltage waveform [250

(d) O_PLL, (e) I_PLL, ch1) Grid voltage waveform [250

V/div.]; ch2) Grid voltage phase without distortion [2#

V/div.]; ch2) Grid voltage phase without distortion [2# rad/div.];

rad/div.]; ch3) Grid voltage phase with distortion [2# rad/div.];

ch3) Grid voltage phase with distortion [2# rad/div.]; ch4) phase

ch4) phase error between the ideal and distorted grid voltage

error between the ideal and distorted grid voltage waveforms,

waveforms, Time 50ms/div.

Time 50ms/div.

Table 10 synthesizes performance of the various PLLs methods and relatively compare
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their behavior. The possible range of performance has been divided into five scores from very
bad to very good, as follows:
Table 10
(a) P_PLL

(b) E_PLL

(c) X_PLL

acceptable

very good

very

2. Voltage sag

acceptable

acceptable

3. Voltage dips

bad

good

acceptable

acceptable

acceptable

acceptable

bad

good

1. Presence of
harmonics

4. Frequency
variation
5. Phase jump
6. Voltage offset
rejection

(d) O_PLL

(e) I_PLL

bad

good

good

very

bad

good

very

bad

good

good

bad

very good

good

bad

very good

good

acceptable

acceptable

very

bad

very
good

6.4 Summary
Many algorithms have been proposed for accurate estimation of the phase of the voltage
in grid-connected application of distributed generation sets, based on PLL techniques. In this
paper, in order to evaluate the performance in terms of noise rejection and dynamic response
of most used PLL algorithms, a comparison accomplished through simulations and
experimental results has been presented considering different operating conditions and
voltage disturbances. The analysis conducted in the paper has shown advantages and
drawbacks of various PLL structures and has been synthesized in a table useful to choose the
appropriate algorithm at the design stage.
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Part III
Multilevel technologies and topologies
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Chapter 7
New Control of Single Phase Inverter for
grid connection
Key factors, in designing solar inverters and UPS, are efficiency, reliability, performance
and costs. In this chapter a comparison of the latest Power Devices Technology, available on
the market, is presented. This new technologies allow very suitable design, also for the
needed of the next generation of inverter.

7.1 Introduction
Nowadays, the standard, concerning grid connection, try to update the system to the reality.
At the moment PV inverters feed only active power to the grid, using a power factor equal to
1. But the high penetration of PV inverter in the last years has caused some problem, because
the power injected at the distribution level has been increased by the DGPS without to be
update. In fact, when there are many inverters injecting active power at the same time, the
voltage at Point of Common Coupling (PCC) might rise over the limits stated in the standards
and trigger the safety of the inverters leading to disconnection or limit the power production
below the available power. To overcome the before-mentioned disadvantage, the next
standard all over the world, will impose to add a new functionality to control help the grid to
keep the voltage at the PCC in the range of the limits. One of the possible way to do this is the
reactive power control at the common coupling point. In principle all inverter-coupled
generators, also PV generators are capable of providing reactive power. One limit is the
maximum current of the power electronic elements. As long as the absolute value of the
current does not exceed the limit the phase angle of the current vector can be
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Fig. 82: Relative additional losses [W/kVAr] of reactive power supply Q [%Pmax] of an inverter with 96% maximal
efficiency generating active power P [%Pmax]

arbitrarily controlled. It is possible to control active and reactive currents independently
from each other. This injection of reactive power will change the structure for the new
inverter.
As aforementioned, the costs of reactive power, for PV system, consist of investment costs
due to over sizing, operational costs due to energy losses and additional minor cost factors.
The focus here is on the dynamically changing operational costs of reactive power supply due
to additional losses in the energy converters of DGs. These energy losses are compensated by
active power having respective operational costs. Fig. 82 gives an example illustrating the
dependencies of additional losses of reactive power supply according to actual active and
reactive power supply within the semicircle according to the maximum current transfer
capacity. The relative losses increase rapidly at low active power transfer with increasing
reactive power supply. An important factor of the absolute value of active power losses is the
converter’s efficiency: the higher the efficiency the smaller the losses [33][34][35].
In this scenario new topology will appear in the next generation of PV inverter. Modified
Neutral Pont Clamped inverter with new technologies of power devices are presented in this
thesis..
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7.2 Mixed-frequency topology review
The so-called mixed frequency inverters are becoming increasingly popular. They lead to
higher system efficiency and better harmonics control. The aim of the present paragraph is to
focus, in particular, on the aspects related to silicon power dissipation and efficiency as a
natural consequence.
7.2.1 Focus on three-level topology
One of the most widely spread topologies in a three-phase inverter is the standard half
bridge. It requires high-voltage devices (1200 V). In the past few years, the multi-level
topology has become the most efficient solution on the market. This kind of system provides
an output waveform very close to a sinusoidal wave with extremely low harmonic distortion.
Neutral point clamped topology, the most common structure for multilevel inverters, uses a
mixed switching frequency strategy to allow for an output voltage waveform that switches
through three voltage levels, which is why this topology is also known as three-level
[36][37][38][39].
Hence, the requested blocking voltage for the switches is half that requested in a standard
half-bridge system. This leads to a clear loss reduction, especially at high frequency. In fact,
even if the number of the switches is doubled, they are switched at half voltage, thus hardly
reducing the switching losses also due to the higher speed typical of lower breakdown voltage
devices. Moreover, the conduction losses are kept low by the use of very low voltage drop
devices in the inner part (S2 and S3 in Fig. 83).In Fig. 83, the PWM strategy is illustrated.

Fig. 83: (a) Neutral point clamped inverter;(b) PWM pattern
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7.3 Power switches: latest technologies description and benefits
7.3.1

FDmesh II and MDmesh V

The MDmesh V family combines proprietary fifth-generation super-junction technology
with our proven PowerMESH™ horizontal layout, giving superior performance compared to
the competing devices.
MDmesh V technology delivers the lowest on-state resistance per unit area compared to
conventional MOSFETs and competing super-junction devices. Furthermore, 650 V (@25°C)
MDmesh™ V series can guarantee 50 V more breakdown voltage than the standard 600 V in
the Market making this technology specifically tailored for PV inverters that can benefit of
devices rated at least 600V even in the worst temperature conditions (see figure 3a).
While emphasizing ultra-low on-state resistance, the devices also achieve low switching
losses, thereby enabling an overall efficiency boost, higher power density and lower operating
temperatures leading to better reliability.
FDmesh II family features the state of the art among fast-recovery diode MOSFETs
combining enhanced switching performance with the lowest on-resistance compared to other
fast recovery competing MOSFET technologies. The devices have high dv/dt rating for higher
reliability during switching.
7.3.2

HF advanced planar PT IGBTs

The HF family is based on a new advanced planar technology concept to yield an IGBT
with more stable switching performance (Eoff) versus temperature, as well as lower
conduction losses. The W series is a subset of products tailored to high switching frequency
operation. The main structural characteristics are the presence of a double drift layer with an
optimized doping profile and an optimized horizontal layout on the top. The first product of
the family is the STGW35HF60WD whose main features are: improved Eoff at elevated
temperature, minimal tail current, low conduction losses and ultrafast soft recovery
antiparallel diode.The S series is a subset of products tailored to mixed frequency topologies.
You may benefit of its extremely lo voltage drop while keeping relatively low switching
losses. The first product of the family is the STGW50HF60S
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Fig. 84: Multiple Drain Mesh (MDmesh/FDmesh Series): 3D strip layout

IGBT Advanced planar structure

7.4 Loss calculation on a three-level converter
This section focuses on power loss evaluation in a neutral point clamped inverter. The
target for our benchmark is 3.3 kVA with a voltage bus of 800 V. In order to investigate the
losses in all the possible working modes for such a topology, the analysis and comparison is
based on several switching frequencies and power-factor (cos(x)) values.
7.4.1

Devices under comparison

At the moment, there is no standard solution for this kind of converter. Both Power
MOSFETs and IGBTs can offer a good performance under specific load conditions as outer
devices (S1 and S4 in Fig. 83), while the best compromise between cost and performance can
be achieved by using low drop IGBTs as inner switches (S2 and S3).
The following devices are compared:
S1 and S4 are MOSFETs (FDmeshII or MDmeshV) or IGBTs (advanced planar
Technology [5]).
S2 and S3 are very low drop IGBT, FDmesh II or MDmesh V.
However, all the devices under comparison could be a suitable choice depending on design
and cost constraints.
7.4.2

Simulation results

In order to evaluate the conduction and switching losses, the following equations are used:
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It is worth noticing that IGBT voltage drop has been modelized using the following
equation:
VCE = Vt0 + RCE I C

Eq. 58

All the energies and parameters in the above equations are referred to the following
conditions: Tj=125°C, Vin=700V, Dmax, maximum duty cycle, is 0.9 in the present job.
Referring to figure 2a, D1 and D2 are ultrafast diode: STTH30R06D. In the case
STGW50HF60S is used as inner device, the relative anti-parallel diode is STTH15R06D
placed externally.
The lower is the power-factor the higher is the impact of the antiparallel diodes and of
commutation of inner switches to the overall power losses. As a starting point let’s consider
PF=1. In that case IGBTs antiparallel diodes contribution can be neglected, as well as the
inner IGBTs switching losses.
The following table 1 contains the overall power losses affecting a leg with three-level
structure. The performances offered by using both ST IGBTs, MOSFETS or their
combination are reported at different switching frequencies. In the first column referred to a
certain switching frequency, single switch losses are reported, while in the second one the
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total silicon losses, excluding external clamping diodes (D1 and D2 in Fig. 82), can be
appreciated.
Table 11 Power losses affecting three-level inverters at 3 kVA and PF=1
Device

16 kHz
Each
Transistor

STGW35HF60WD (outer switch)

12.97 W

STGW35HF60WD (inner switch)

9.84 W

STGW35HF60WD (outer switch)

12.97 W

STGW50HF60S (inner switch)

5.45 W

STW77N65M5 (outer switch)

9.39 W

STGW50HF60S (inner switch)

5.45 W

STW77N65M5 (outer switch)

9.39

STW77N65M5 (inner switch)

6

32 kHz
Total

45.62 W
36.84 W
29.68 W

30.78

Each
Transistor
18.87 W
9.84 W
18.87 W
5.45 W
13.54 W
5.45 W
13.54

6

48kHz
Total

57.42 W
48.64 W
37.98 W

39.08 W

Each
Transistor
24.75 W
9.84 W
24.75 W
5.45 W
18.03 W
5.45 W
18.03

6

Total
69.18 W
60.4 W
46.96 W

48.06 W

From the previous table it’s clear that the best solutions, from a performance point of view,
are given by either using MDmesh V or “mixing” MOSFETs and IGBTs, working
respectively as outer and inner switches. Anyhow it is important to note that the lower is the
load, MOSFETs based solution performs better as the reader can easily understand by looking
at figure 4. This is due to the voltage drop evolution with collector and drain current.

Fig. 85: Efficiency as a function of output load at fsw=16kHz, PF=1

The Fig. 85 reports the inverter efficiency as a function of the output power. The simulation
includes only the losses affecting the power switches and the clamping diodes.
When PF is not unitary, losses calculation has to be performed again. In the case minimum
PF is 0.9, the losses during conduction of inner and outer devices can be assumed to be the
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same. On the contrary, different losses contribution is due to both outer and inner devices
during switching. For that reason formula 8 will be considered instead of 4. Moreover the
additional losses contribution, due to the switching of inner devices, is given by formula 9.
Psw =

Psw =

(E

turn on

(I c

peak

, T j ) + Eturn

off

(I c

peak

, T j ) ) (1 + cos(( ))

(I c

peak

, T j ) ) (1 cos(( ))

2#

(E

turn on

(I c

peak

, T j ) + Eturn

off

2#

f sw (outer, PFp1)

Eq. 59

f sw (inner, PFp1)

Eq. 60

Table 12 Power losses affecting three-level inverters at 3 kVA and PF=0.9
Device

16 kHz

32 kHz

Each

Total

Transistor
STGW35HF60WD (outer switch)

12.67 W

STGW35HF60WD (inner switch)

10.14 W

STGW35HF60WD (outer switch)

12.67 W

STGW50HF60S (inner switch)

6.75 W

STW55NM60ND(outer switch)

11.96 W

STW55NM60ND (inner switch)

10.13 W

STW77N65M5 (outer switch)
STW77N65M5 (inner switch)

N.A.

45.62
W

Each

W

18.28 W

W

W

N.A.

Each

W

23.85 W

W

22.12 W
12.38 W

N.A.

69.18
W

23.85 W
8.80 W

56.6

Total

Transistor
10.72 W

51.9

17.04 W
11.26 W

N.A.

57.42

18.28 W
7.68 W

44.18

Total

Transistor
10.43 W

38.48

48kHz

N.A.

65.34
W
69 W
N.A.

The STW77N65M5 is not applicable since the body diode is not fast. For the same reason
in the third row of table 2, FDMesh II has been considered as a possible option. Again, as
stated before, at different load the results will be different as you may see looking at Fig. 86,
where the converter efficiency as a function of load, is depicted.

Fig. 86: Efficiency as a function of output load at fsw=16kHz, PF=0.9
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7.5 Experimental results
Concerning the IGBTs solutions, the conditions showed in the previous paragraph have
been verified on the bench in a real 3kVA DC-AC converter.
Case operating temperatures are reported in the table below; all the IGBTs and clamping
diodes were screwed on a 0.65°C/W heat-sink, the ambient temperature was 23°C during the
tests.
Table 13 IGBTs’ case temperatures at different frequencies and load conditions

Load/Device

1kVA
PF=1

2kVA
3kVA

1kVA
PF=0.90

2kVA
3kVA

Tcase (S1,S4) (STGW35HF60WD)

Tcase (S1,S4) (STGW35HF60WD)

Tcase (S2,S3) (STGW35HF60WD)

Tcase (S2,S3) (STGW50HF60S)

[°C]

[°C]

16kHz

32kHz

48kHz

16kHz

32kHz

48kHz

35

42

51

34

41

49

35

40

47

32

38

43

51

61

74

50

59

70

50

56

66

44

50

61

64

79

96

60

76

92

63

68

79

51

63

73

35

42

51

34

40

50

34

40

47

33

38

44

51

61

74

50

61

71

51

56

67

46

53

63

64

79

96

62

76

94

63

69

81

54

65

76

All the experimental results show a perfect adherence with all the simulations done in the
previous paragraph 4.
When PF is not unitary the inner switches are forced to work at high frequency too for
some time (the time when output voltage and current have opposite signs). Nevertheless, the
use of low drop IGBTs is still the preferred choice. This is due to the characteristics of HF
series IGBTs, S family as highlithed in paragraph 7.3.2.
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7.6 Summary
As anticipated in the introduction and shown in the previous paragraphs, all the devices
under comparison could be a suitable choice depending on design and cost constraints.
Anyhow we can try to give some comments and suggestions.
In case of PF=1, MOSFETs based solution ensures the absolute maximum efficiency
especially at low load. A very cost effective solution can be achieved by mixing MOSFETs
and low drop IGBTs. In fact, their combination allows reaching an excellent efficiency at a
lower price.
A different scenario occurs when PF is not 1. In the present study, with minimum PF=0.9,
the experimental results confirm that using the IGBTs as both outer switches (W series) and
inner switches (Very Low drop, S series) the best trade-off between cost and performances
can be achieved.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion
The core of this thesis has been the study and implementation of converters for solar
applications, focusing on control and topology. That has required multi-disciplinary
knowledge and adequate know-how using software and hardware.
In order to get this goal mathematical models have been built for identify the relationships
between the different elements in this system, understand the weaknesses of actual prototype.
The major focus has been on the followings aspects:
o Integration of DC/DC converter in PV cell
o Converter Topology
o Control techniques
In order to achieve the above goals, previous analysis of the following points has needed:
o Characteristics of the Photovoltaic Cell
o Characteristic of the Solar Converter
o Analysis of Control Techniques
The research project has been moved through the following steps:
State of the art analysis for each of the key points
o Definition of Models
o Simulation of new Solutions
o Experimental tests on a Real System
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A careful study of integration of the DC/DC converter in a PV Cell, Algorithms for Grid
Synchronization, Multilevel Topology, Control Techniques and Multilevel Inverter for Grid
Connection have been performed in order to understand the advantages and disadvantages
from each of them. All the analyses have been take into account the economic aspect as well,
to perform a real evaluation about possible solutions on the market for the future. After the
first step new solutions have been presented in all the topics analysed. Finally all the solutions
have been tested and evaluated.

8.1 Achievements
The main achievements during my PhD include:
o ACModules (String Converter)
o Control techniques
o Multilevel topologies
A short list of contributions is included in the order they appear in the thesis.
•

Review and simulation of ACModule topologies

A comprehensive review is presented modelling several structures: DC/DC and DCAC
topologies, focusing on efficiency and cost. It has been shown that the topology proposed is
one of the best compromises in cost, efficiency and high voltage gain. It is also emphasized
that where isolation is needed the best topology is a classic boost interleaved with isolation
and regenerative active clamp (presented in the bidirectional DC/DC converter for HEV).
•

Review and comparison of control algorithm for grid synchronization

A deep review and comparison of the most popular grid synchronization algorithms have
been done in this thesis. The comparison has been lead by using simulations tools
(Matlab/Symulink and Dspace platform) and tested using real setup. All the algorithms have
been tested and compered under several distortions conditions (reference)
•

PWM techniques comparison
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An analysis of the effect of the different PWM techniques applied to the PV inverter have
been done, taking into account Total Harmonic Distortion factor and efficiency. The analysis
has been done to the standard unipolar and bipolar technique and the mixing frequency
technique. This analysis has been shown the potentiality of the mixing frequency techniques
compered to the standard techniques.
•

New topology

Nowadays, the standard, concerning grid connection, try to update the system to the reality.
At the moment PV inverters feed only active power to the grid, using a power factor equal to
1. But the high penetration of PV inverter in the last years has caused some problem, because
the power injected at the distribution level has been increased by the DGPS without to be
update. In fact, when there are many inverters injecting active power at the same time, the
voltage at Point of Common Coupling (PCC) might rise over the limits stated in the standards
and trigger the safety of the inverters leading to disconnection or limit the power production
below the available power. To overcome the before-mentioned disadvantage, the next
standard all over the world, will impose to add a new control for power curtain or for reactive
power injection. This injection will change the structure for the new inverter. Modified
Neutral Pont Clamped inverter with new technologies POWER devices have been presented
in this thesis.
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